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(That part of this article describing the fossils on the first four plates 
was published in the April number of Vol. XIII of the Journal of the 
Cincinnati Society of Natural History for the year 1890. The ~hole 
article, with the ten pla~, was published by the authors and distributed 
in a brochure on the 14th of June, 1890. The edition was limited and 
it has had a very limited circulation in Indiana. Nearly all.' of the crin
oids are from this State, and on account of the excellence of the work 
the State Geologist made application to S. A. Miller for leave to repro
duce it and for a loan of the plates from which to take electrotypes, and 
we are happy to state both authors cheerfully united in granting the re
quest. We have been thus .enabled to produce a great palreontological 
work describing and illustrating more than fifty new fossil species of 
Echinoderms, the types of more than thirty of which were collected in 
this State, and all of which may be found in our rocks, practically with
out cost to the survey.-S. S, GORBY.) . ' 

Last summer Sidney J. Hare, E, Butts and D. H. Todd collected a lot ~ , 
of very fine crinoids in the Upper Coal Measures, at Kansas City, Mis
souri, many of which have fallen into the hands of one of the authors of 
this paper, Mr. Gurley. They are the finest specimens ever found in the 
Coal Measures, and it is therefore a 'pleasure to describe them. The 
stone quarries in the Waverly or Kinderhook group, at Legrand, on' the 
Chicago & Northwestern railroad, in Marshall County, Iowa, contains 
some layers of yellowish, soft, sandy limestone, bearing the remains ~f 
crinoids and other Echinoc1erms in a remarkably fine state'of preserva
tion, and Mr. Gurley visited the locality soon after its discovery and suc
ceeded in obtaining a large collection. He has be'en an active collector 
in the rocks of Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri for many years. 
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EUPACHYCRINIDM, N. FAM. 

The genera for which we propose the family name of Eupachycrinidre, 

with the genus Eupachycrinus as a type, aU belong to the Subcarboni

ferous system and Coal Measures. The calyx is more or less globular or 


, bowl·shaped, and consists of five basals, five subradials. five primary firSt 
radials, concave internally with a broad upper face, frQm one tp three 
azygousinterradials and n~ regular interradials. There are one or more 
brachials, and the arms ara oomposed of a double series. of interlocking 
plates, which bear short pinnules. The column is small and round. 'Ve 
include in the family Eupachycrinus, Delocrinus and Ulocrinus. 

EUPACHYCRINUS lIUGISTER, N. SP. 

" 
Pl~e I, jig. I, basal view; jig. 2, rMf1J190Ull side view. 

This species is very large; calyx low and. broad. somewhat saucer

shaped, bulged a little upon the azygous side, height about half the width, 

sutures deep, excavation extending about half the thickness of the plates, 

plates very strongly tubercwated, tubercles conical, elongated and irregu

lar in form and distribution. 


The five basal plates are sunk in a cavity on the undei side, projecting 

only half their length beyund the column; even this projection is tuber

cular; they form in the interior of the ca1yx a pyramid, which is pierced 

at the summit by a five-rayed opening connecting with the canal in the 

center of the column; the points of the rays are rounded. The basal 

plates are made pentagonal by the truncation made at the points of the 

rays for the central canal. The diagrammatic views which have been 

made of the basal plates in this genus are incorrect, in so far M they 

indicate a pentagonal opening with the angles directed toward the sutures, 

instead of truncating the plates with the concave depression for the five

rayed opening to tIie columnar canal. The two basals on the azygous 

sid~ of the species before· us are larger than the others, being nearly as 

large as the other three. 


The subradials are very large, extending into the basal cavity, and 

curve very gently upward; three are hexagonal, the two longer sides unite 

with the subradials, the two upper sloping sides, uniting with the first 


. radials, are a little shorter, and the two under sides, uniting with the 
basals, are very short; two are heptagonal, the one upon the right of the 
first azygous pJate being much larger, and, e;x:cept the two short sides 
uniting with the basals, the other sides are of subequal length; the one 
upon the left has, in addition to the two short sides uniting with the basals, 
a short s1de adjoining the second azygous plate. Four of the first radials 
are pentagonal, twice as wide as high; the upper face is the fuil width of 
the plates, and projects over the interior of the calyx, 80 as to give the 
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appearance of having great thiclmeilS when viewed from above. The 
other first radial, upon the right of the azygous plates, is quadrilateral, 
except a very slight truncation by the second azygous plate below the 
depth of the suture. The first radial is separated from the second or 
brachial piece, on the outer face, by a wide suture, but within a crenated 
ri~ge extends from one angle of the plates to another', forming a pentagon, 
except as separated by the second azygous plate; the ridge bas a furrow 
upon the outer side in the central part of each plate, and within this there 
is a wide expansion which supports the brachial and arm pieces. The first 
azygous plate has four sides, rests between the upper sloping sides of two 
subradials and the long under side of the first radial on the right, with 
the shorter side abutting upon the second azygous plate. The second 
azygous plate is hexagonal, curves inward and supports upon its two short 
inner faces the third and fourth azygous plates side by side. The vault 
and other parts unknown. 

This species would seem to have its nearest affinity with E. tuberculatus, 
which is described in the Geo. Sur. Ill., vol. II, p. 319. In that species, 
howevtlr, the plates are covered with regularly disposed, narrow, promin
ent tubercles, the tubercles being arranged in rows, while in this species· 
there is no such arrangeD;lent. E. t1,Jberculatus is figured in Goo. Sur. 
TIt, vol V, plate :XXIV, figs. 9a and 9b, and the basal plates are propor
tiona.lly larger, and the under sides of the subradialslonger, than they are 
in the species under consideration, beside all the plates have a different 
shape, and the sutures are not excavated so deep as in the species 
before us. 

Found in the Upper Coal Measures of ~ City, MiIlSouri, and now 
in the collection of William F. E. Gurley. 

EUPAOHYClUNUS SPILIERALIS, N. SP• 

.Plate 1, ftg. 3, basal 11ktD; jig. 4, UZJjgou,a Bide 11ktD. 

This species is large and constricted at the top of the first rad~8; calyx 
somewhat like a widened or inflated sphere, width two-thirds greater than 
height, sutures distinct but not 80 deeply excavated as in E. magister; 
plates irregularly tubercula.ted, but tubercles not half as large as in E. 
magister. 

Basal plates are sunk in a cavity on the under side, and project lellS 
than half their width .bey~nd the column; subradials, Jarge, extend into 
the basal cavity and curve upward half the height of the calyx; three 
are hexagonal and two heptagonal; first radials pentagonal, though the 
one on the right of the azygous area bas a very short truncated side 
abutting upon the azygous plate; second primary radial, or first brachial 
piece, smaller than the first and of similar form, except inverted, and 
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bears upon its upper sloping sides the free arms ,; the one opposite the azy!. 
gous side bears two arms, each of which has a single plate followed by a 
double series of interlocking ones; the others support four arms each;' 
the upper sloping sides bear pentagonal plates, similar in form to the 
second radWs, which are followed with a single plate that, in its turn, 
bears '8, double series of interlookuig ones. . . ' 

There are fourteen large, long arms, composed of a double series of in
terlocking pieces, rounded externally, and flattened upon the sides so 
that, in. an aceumbent position. they close somewhat like the arms of an 
Ichth,rocrinus; the arms in our specimens are spread out and the ex
tremities are ~ot preserved; pinnules numerous, but .not very long; col
umn . round, arid rather small for such a large .crin()id. ., . 

This species luis its nearest affinity with E. verrueosus, described in the 
Trans. Chi. Acad. Se1., Vol. 1, p. 117, and re-described and figured in 
the Report on the Paireontology of Eastern Nebraska, page 150. 

Found in the Upper Coal Measures, at Kansas City, Mo., and now.iri 
in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

ULO,ORINU8, N. GEN. 

(Ettg., ~8, solid, BUbatWiltial i milan, lily.) 

This gl3nus has a more, or less globular or pyramidal calyx, and is re7 
lated to Eupachycrinus and Delocrinus. There are five \lasals, forming a 
slightly convex pentagonal disc,.or a, low ,cnp; they are of the same ~e 
and usually anchylosed;' on the exterior of the cup the columnar extEjntioD, 
is round, depressed below the surface of the plates and ra,diately furrowed 
like the articulating faces of the plates of many crinoid columns; on the 
interior, a star-like, columnar .opening truncates the basal plates with the 
points of the five rays, between which there are radiating furrows for the 
attachment of the ligaments. By this arrangement the points of the 
basal plates are discOnnected only by the star-like perforation. 

There are five subradials, each .one of which may be as large or . larger 
than ,the five united baaals, all regularly alternate with ;the hassls and 
have .the same ,form, except that one may be truncated by an azygous, 
plate. . . . ' . . .' . • , 

The first primary radials are pentagonal and regularly alterJU\.te with 
the subradJals, except as interrupted by an azygous plate, they are much 
wider than high, the. upper face is the full width of t4e plate and projects 
over the interior of the calyx so as to make a broad articulating face for 
the first brachial piece; the internal side of the fil'$t radial is concaV'e, on 
the upper fuce of the pl&tes a furrow extends, nom one angl~ of the.plates 
to another, on the inner side ofw~ich there, is 3 crenu4J,ted, ridge for the, 
articulating brac~ial piece, and an interior central deprel!\!ion and slight 
concavity at the central internal margin. 

http:alterJU\.te
http:disc,.or
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There are no regular interradials. A single large.quadrangular azygous 
interradial rests obliquely between two subradillls and two primary 
radials, Ibld form" part of the wall of the calyx; upon an angle' of this, 
at the top of the calyx, a amaH plate intervenes andpr?jects· slightly 
above the first radials. The 'Column is round. Other partS unknown, 
though very thick, heavy' plates, bearing a spine like the first brachial 
plate of a DeJocrinus are found associated,andbelieved to belong to this 
genus. 

The cup formed by the basal plates distinguishes this genus from 
Eupachycrinus· and Delocrinus, both· of. which have a CQJleave base and 
an interior pyramid formed by the basals; the second azygous plate does 
not truncate a subradial, and forms no part of the. wall of the calyx. in this 
genus as it does in Eupachycrinus. ' It is probably as nearly.: related, to 
Delocnnus as it is to Eupachycrinus, though at first view it would .seem 
to be more nearly-related to the latter. Type-U.buttsi. 

, ULOCRINUS BUTTSI, N. SP. 

Plate L; fig, 5, azygCYllll side tMw,. fig. 6, baIlal1!iew. 

The calyx of this species is pyramidal or has the form of half an empse, 
elongated. The plates are moderately thick and convex e:s:temally so as 
throw the sutures into· wave-like depressions; the sutures are distinct,- but 
the plates are" not deeply beveled as is common in 'many species of 
Eupachycrinus; the surface was, probably, strongly grariulous, as the 
better preserved plates are rough, though evidently slightly worn. 

The basal plates are large and form a cup about half as high as wide; 
the perforation for the columnar canal is pentagonal and' itar.iike; the 
subradials are very large and longer than wide,. which produces the 
great length or pyramidal form of the calyx; four of the pl8.tes are hex
agonal and one heptagonal; four of the first radials 'are pentagonal, -wider 
than long and trunca.ted above the full width of the plates ; the oileon 
th& right: of the azygous side is possibly hexagolllll, as one Bide may- be 
slightly truncated by the second aZygous plate ; the upper mee olthe 
first radials bears a furrow extending from one angle of the plates' to 
another, behind which there is a narrow,. crerililated ridge, on which the 
second radials or brachial pieces articulated. The first azygous plate· is 
irregularly quadrangular and rests obliquely in a; notch _on the top of a 
suoradial and below tlie under sloping side of the first radial on·the right, 
but it does not reach' the Becond su bradial. The second' azygous plate is 
injured in our specimen, but it appears to have slightly truncated 'one 
angle of, the first azygous' plate, and· the two abutt(ing first radials at the 
top of the calp 
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Found in the Upper Coal Measures, at Kansas City, Mo., and now ill 
the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. The specific name is in honor of 
Mr. E. Butts, of Kansas City,. who has done a great deal to make known 
the natural history of that vicinity. 

UL00RINU8 KANBA8ENBI8, N. BP. 

(Plate 1, Fig. 7, Q.1lYfIOUI Me fIiew,' F'ig. 8, ootliM 'IIitM rt!gIIlar side; Fig. 9, top 
'IIitM of ool1fZ to sAow tM proloogatirm of tM first radials and. ~ upettiftD 
of tM «dJp;; Fig. 10, ba3Gl fIiew). 

The calyx of this species is somewhat half-globular in form, though the 
height is more than two-thirds the width ~t the top; the plates are moder
ately thick and quite convex externally, so as to place the sutures in wave
like depressions quite as deep as they are in U. buttsi; sutures distinct, 
but the plates are not beveled; surfhce granulous. _ 

The baaals form an equal-sided convex pentagon, with a central depres
sion fqr the star-shaped columnal canal; the subradials are each about the 
size of the united baaals, a litt1e wider than high, all' pentagonal and 
nearly equal-sided, except the hexagonal p4l.te supporting the lower fhce 
of the azygous plate. The first radials are pentagonal, except the one on 
the left of the azy~us plates, which becomes hexagonal by the very 
slight truncation made by the second azygous pla~; they are twice as 
wide as high; the upper face is the full width of the pUi.te, and extends 
internally nearly one-third the diameter of the calyx; in the specimen 
described, the width of the calyx is 110- inches, and the projection of these 
plates rll inch, leaving the opening at the top of the calyx only one-half 
an inch, while the great concavity on the inner side of these plates will 
give an internal diameter of the calyx immediately below the top of the . 
first radial of nearly an inch; the upper surihce is broader than it is in 
E. buttsi; but the markings for the articulating brachials seem to be about 
the same.. 

The azygous plate 'forms part ~f the calyx, is quadrangular, nearly as 
large as a first radial, rests obliquely between two subradials and the 
under sloping side of the right first radial and a second under sloping side 
of t11e left first radial; the upper angle extends about lUI high- as the upper 
fhce of the radials, and is very slight1y, if at all, truncated by an angle of 
the small second azygous plate. 

This species is remarkable for the great over-lapping or interior pro
jection of ,the first radials, and in this respect exceeds all known species 
of Delocrinus and Eupachycrinus. No part above the first radials is 
known, but some equally remarkably thick brachial plates each bearing a 
very large spine, occurring at Rock Creek, in Jefferson County, Kansas, 
appear to belong to this species. 

Found in the Upper Coal Measures at Kansas City, Mo., and now in 
the collectioJl of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 
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DELoCRI:NUS, N. GEN. 

Ety., delot. fllaDijeat, clear; non, lily. 

The species belonging to· this genus are usually robust, calyx basin· 
shaped, . arms broad, composed of a double series of interlocking pieces 
joining neatly with each other, column round, plates thick, aod surface 
smooth or finely granulous, not sculptured; basals five, occupying a con· 
cavity on the under side, an~ more or less hidden by the column, but 
forming a little cone in the interior of the calyx; subradials pentagona.l 
and hexagonal, larger than the basals, the lower part inllexed by the 
depression of the base to meet the basal plates, the middle regularly 
arched, and the upper part forming a more or less acute angle between 
the under sloping sides of the first radials; first radials wider than high, 
pentagonal, upper face truncated the entire width of. the plates and sep
arated from the second radial or brachial plate on the outer face by a 
strong suture, but immediately within a straight crenated ridge extends 
from one outer angle of the plates to the other, on the upper moo of the 
plates, which is furrowed upon each side so as to form a toothed hinge 
upon which the second radial or first brachial articulates; behind this 
hinge. in the middle part of each plate, there is a depression or sooket for 
the reception of a tooth-like projection. On the other side of the second 
radial or bl'BR-hial, a dart-shaped furrow also extends on the upper side 
along the line of union of plates, commencing just within the a.ngle aris· 
ing fr.om the union of the crenulated ridges and extending to the interior 
of the cup which receives a corresponding projection from the second 
radials; second radials or brachials pentagonal, produced externally in a 
more or less strongly developed spiue, and bearing upon the upper or 
inner sloping sides the free arms, the first one or two plates of which are 
single, but above these composed of a double series of interlocking plates; 
when the arms are closed the pinnules are within, and the body is com
pact something like an Encrinus; there are no regular inter·radials; a 
single azygous interradial rests upon .the truncated upper end of a sub
radial, between two first radials, and extends upward betw~n the second 
radials 01' brachial plates. It is truncated at the upper end and followed 
by a single piece, beyond which the connection with the vault or pl'Qboscis 
is unknown. Type D. hemisphericus. 

The species upon which this genus is founded was first defined by 
Shumard, under the name of Poteriocrinus hemisphericus, in 1858, in the 
Transactions of the St. Louis Academy of .science, vol. I, p. 221; Meek, 
in 1872. under the name of Scaphiocrinus (?) hemisphericus, Shumard, in 
the Report on the Palreontology of Eastern Nebraska, p. 147, pl. V, fig. 
la, 1 b, and pI. VII, fig. la, b, c, redefined and illustrated <..'yathocrinus 
inllexus of Geinitz, which is a distinct species as pointed out by Geinitz, 
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though congeneric. In 1873, under the name of Scaphiocrinus (?) hemi
sphericus, Shumard; in Goo. Sur. Ill., vol. V, p. 561, pI. XXIV, fig. 5, 
Meek, probably, correctJy identified and illustrated this species. 

In 1880, i~ the Proceedings U. S. National Museum, vol. II, p. 257, 
White described a species under the name of Erisocrinus planus, which 
was redescribed and figured in Hayden's Twelfth Ann. Rep. Goo. Sur. 
Terr.,p.127, pI. XXXV, figs. 5a and 5b, und6r'the name of Erisocrinus 
(Ceriocrinus) planus. Ceriocrinulil being proposed and deecribedaS a 
subgenus of Erisocrinus and a. comparison made ,with the Poteriocrinus 
hemisphericus of Shumard and l,yathocrinus inflexus of Geinitz. Cerio. 
crinus was preoccupied in the Echinodermata, by Koenig\ and hence the 
use of the word by White is not allowable. The genus here under con
sideration and founded upon the Poteriocrinus hemisphericus of Shumard 
is not a subgenus of Erisocrinus, nor does it have any near affinity with it, 
probably not even family affinity, as will be apparent on the inspection of 
the species of Erisocrinus which have been illustrated. Its nearest generic 
relations are with Eupachycrinus or Ulocrinus. The Erisocrinus planus of 
White may not be congeneric with this species, because the small azygous 
plate does not rest on a subradial, but stands upon two radials and projects 
upward between two second radials. Only the calyx is known, and it may 
be that other parts, when found, will distinguish it from this genus,~;or 
possibly unite it with Erisocrinus. We are incl.ined to believe. that 
Wachsmuth & Springer were not very careful in their examination of 
these forms, for when referring to the two species, hemisphericus and 
planus, near the top of the page 254, pt. 3, Palooocrinoidea, they are ·made 
to say, II We, therefore, can not agree with White in considering the two 
form!! generically identical, and much less specifically," and yet, near the 
bottom of the same page they refer both hemisphericus and planus to 
White's proposed genus Ceriocrinus, and under the name of,Ceri!)crinus 
hemisphericus . they refer with approval to Meek's identification in the 
Report on the Palooontology of Eastern Nebraska, p. 147, which is simply 
a reproduction of the inflexus of Geinitz, which is a distinct species that 
they recoguize. on the' same page. 

In the North American Geology and Palreonthology S. A. Miller con 
demned CeriocrinuB of White on the ground that the name was preoc
cupied, and referred the hemisphericus to Eupachyciinus, the nearest 
allied genus then d~cribed. . 

This genus, so far as known, is confined to the Coal Measures of the 
Western States and Territories. We refer the following species tj;o it: 

Delocrinus craigi (Eupachytlrinus craigi). Meek .and Worthen, Geo. 
Sur. Ill., Vol. VI, p. 527, pI. XXXU, fig. 1, and la. . 

Delocrinus myettensis(Eupachycrinus myettensis), Worthen, Geo; Sur. 
Dl., Vol. V, p. 565, pl. XXIV. figs. 10, lOa. . 

Delocrinus hemisphericus (Poteriocrinus hemisphericus), Shumard, 
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vot I, p. 221. Type of the genus. . 
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Delocrinus inflexus (Cyathocrinus inflexus), Geinitz, Carbo und Dras in 
Nebraska, p. 62, pI. IV, figs. 20a, h, c, and doubtless the spines and some 
of the plates and fragments of columns figured on the same page under 
the name of ActinocrIDus sp. The spines figured by Meek in the Report 
on the Palreontology of Eastern Nebraska, pI. V, figs. 2a,' 2b and 2<; 
under the name of Zea.crinus, mucrospinus probably belong to this 
species, whi1e the form fig. 1 called Scaphiocrinus (7) helJligphericus may 
be distinct. Delocrinus missouriensis. n. sp.' And very doubtfully the 
Erisocrinus planus of White above referred to. 

DELOCRINUS HE.'USPHERICUS, SHUMARD. 

Plate II, ]lig. 8, side view, showing azygoua plate and first brarhial, with lJfline " Fig. 9, 

ba8al view 01 same ; Fig.] 0, inner side rif brachial spine magnified tu'O diameters. 


Shumard defined this species as follows: . 
"The body of this species is subhemispherical, concave below, and the 

surface finely granulose. . 
". The lxUe is very deeply concave, pentagonal and completely con

cealed from view when the column remains attached to the cup. The 
five pieces of which\ it is composed are of a rhombic shape, longer thn 
wide, and the interior edges nearly double the length of the exterior 
ones. 

"The columnar facet is circular, crenulated on the border; thecentral 
perforation rather large and pentalobate. In the interior of the calyx 
the base forms an elevated conical protuberance. 

"The subTadial pieces are thick and longitudinally recurved; four of 
them are pentagonal, a little longer than wide, their superior edges gently 
arched and slightly longer than the infero·lateral edges j the basal edg6!'l 
are very short. The fifth subradial is hexagona1, its superior angle being 
truncated to support ~n anal piece. 

" The first radial pieces are pentagonal, very massive, and as wide again 
as long. The inferior edges are slightly concave and of equalJength in 
three of the pieces, but on the anal side they are. unequal. The superior 
edge is nearly straight and rounded. The articular facet is very broad, 
nearly horizontal, and furnished with a prominent t'mnsverse rid3e, which 
is situated nearest the external margin. Exterior to this is a sUlall ridge 
which·coalesces with the main one before reaching the extremity of the 
pieces. Both ridges are strongly crenulated. 

" Anal pieces. Of these pieces only one remains in the specimen before 
us. It is rather small, elongated hexagonal, and is wedged in between, 
two of the first radials, above which it projects about half its length. 

" The secondary radials, vault, arms and column are unknown. 
" Dimensions. Height of calyx, .30; width, .90; height of fiJ'St radial 

pieces, .26; width of same, .42." 
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~is specimens were from Hinkston Creek, Boone County, and on the 
Missouri River, near Lexington, while our specimens are from Kan.sa.s 
Oity in the same vicinity. His definition is. complete, as far as it goes, 
and we may add only that which our specimem disclose in addition. 

The column is round and composed of alternately thicker and thinner 
plates radiately furrowed near the outer cireumference of the articulating 
faces; the second radial or brachial articulates upon the crenated ridge 
on the top of the first radial l bears a tooth-like process that enters the 
socket in the middle of the posterior part of the first radial, and lateral 
processes that fill the furrows at the united joints of the first radials, and 
bears a strong spine, externally, that is directed upward at an angle of 
about forty-five degrees; the plates bear upon their upper inner sides the 
free arms; arms, ten; the first plate articulates upon the !lerrated edge of 
the !IeOOnd radial; the next plate is wide and thin, and. above this the 
arm consists of a double series of thick interlocking plates that make 
CO&r!Ie, Wide arms, depressed convex externally, and flattened upon the 
sides almost as .if cut by a knife, sO as to close up tight like an Encmus ; 
the first azygous plate is truncated and subquadrate upon the upper face, 
which is serrated near the outer margin for the articulation of the second 
plate; beyond this the vault is unknown. 

DELOCRINUS MISSOURIENBIS, N. BP. 

Plate II, fig. 11, aUh view 81wwing column,. fig 12, baaal view,. fig, 13, aeygOUfJ sid6 view. 

This species may be distinguished at first view from D. hemisphericus 
by the lower calyx and more angular outline, and the top of the calyx, 
when viewed from below, presents a pentangular outline; the·basals 
extend slightly beyond the column, thE! subradials in the median part are 
sharply convex, as distinguished from the gently arching plates in D. 
hemisphericus and do not extend as high proportionally as they do in the 
latter species, which reduces the height of the calyx. Firat radials ragu. 
larly convex in the middle part, but depressed medially toWard the upper 
face of the plates, which produces the pentangular outline when viewed ' 
from below. The second radials or brachials, while exposing a very wide 
suture, are not quite as thick and do no! stand as upright as they do in 
D. hemisphericus and have a more slender spine. The azygous plate is 
the same as in D. hem1ilRhericus. The column is not as regular in the 
alternate arrangement of the thicker and thinner plates 88 in D. hemis
pheric1l£l, the larger plates project far beyond the thinner ones and some
times there are two or more thinner plates between the thicker ones. 

Found in the Upper Coal Measures in Kamas City, Missouri, and now 
in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 
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.lEs:rOORINUS. N. GEN. 

Et.y., aisi06, ~ coming at good time" kl'iMll, lily. 

Column pentagonal, calyx bowl-shaped, plates smootb or finely granu
lous, basals five, fo~ming a pentagonal flattened or slightly concave disc, 
subradials rather large, four hexagonal and one heptagonal, and cur>ving 
upward so as to reach half the height of the calyx. First radials, five, 
pentagonal, wider than high and truncated the entire width for the 
brachials, one or more brachials in each ray supporting strong arms com
posed ofa single series of plates. Arms, ten, bearing pinnules. No regu
lar interradials. A single azygous interradial rests upon the truncated 
upper end of a subradial, between two first radials, and is followed by two 
plates that connect with the base of the proboscis. Proboscis, long, com
posed of four series of gradually tapering plates bearing numerous trans· 
verse respiratory fissures or slits on the sides of the plates. 

The calyx of this genus bea.nj some resemblance to that of an Eriso
crinus, but the pentagon&:! column and azygous plate distinguish it. The 
azygous plate truncates a subradial as in Delocrinus, but otherwise there 
is no resemblance between the two genera. The long, flowing arms com
posed of single plates and the remarkably large and peculiarly constructed 
proboscis characterize this .genus and distinguish it from all others. Its 
family affinities would seem to be with the Poteriocrinidre, but probably a 
new family should be defined for its reception. 

lESIOOBINUS MAGNIFIOUS, N. SP. 

PlaU!. II, Fig. 1, 7latural IIi" of a l!pIUJimim all it IWl on a slab " Fig. 2, a free pro· 
boBci, nearly, entire and O'1ily slightly twisted,. Fig. 3, portion of same magnified 
2i diamd6rB to sllow more distinetly lAe respiratvrY openings,. Fig. '" an abnor
mal branching proboBeis,. Fig. 5, 88/ltional end view of proo08cis. 

Calyx deep, bowhhaped, surface of plates finely granulousj sutures 
distinct .but nQt beveled; basals forming a pentagonal flattened disc 
having an outline about twice the diameter of tbe column; subradials 
rather large, fuur hexagonal, one heptagonal,. bending abruptly upward 
from the union with the basals, the upper angle extending high between 
the first radials so as to make the upper sloping sides of' the hexagonal 
plates much the longer; first radials larger than the subradials, about 
one-half wider than high, all pentagonal with lateral and inferior sides of 
equal length and upper truncated sides extending to the fullest width of 
the plates ; first brachial plates wide, short, rounded, separated exteriorly 
from the ·first radials by a beveled suture; second brachials wide, short, 
with long upper sloping sides for the articulation of the large arm plates; 
arms ten, long, round exteriorly and composed of short cuneiform plates; 

\ . 
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pinnules short and rather thick. Proboscis remarkably large, long and 
composed of four series of grad'ually tapering convex, tuberculated plates, 
somewhat similar in' appearance to four round tapering columns placed 
together, giving t~sversely a subquadrate outliue ; there is no azygous 
or anal opening in the proboscis, but there are numerous transverse, l'eS

piratory fissures or slits in the longitudinal depressiops; these slits exist 
on both sides of every plate of the proboscis from the second b~hials to 
the very top; some specimens of the proboscis have one or more inter
calated plates near the lower end, and all are more or less twisted. ' There 
is a bifurcated proboscis in the collection which has five series of plates 
below the bifurcation, and three intercalated series at the. bifurcation, so 
that each branch has four series, which w'e have illustrated. It is an 
abnorinal specimen that may have resulted from an injury. The column 
is small,. pentagonal, tubei'eulated and bore cirrhi, toa greater or less 
extent. 

This species was collected in the Upper Coal Measures, at Kansas City, 
and the specilllens are in the collection' of Wm. F. E. Gurley, of Dan
ville, Dlinois. 

1ESIOCRINUS BARIl, N. SP. 

Plate Ill, fig. 1, '1IOtural size QJj it lies upon a Blab. 
\ 

This species is distinguished from A. magnificus by having proportion
ally Ii much smaller and a smooth proboscis. Tfie calyx is bowl-shaped; 
column pentagonal; basalts of moderate size; subradials convex and 
extending, half the height of the calyx; first radials wider than high; 
first and second brachials and arms as in A. magnificus, but proportionally 
smaller. The proboscis is much smaller in proportion to'the size of the 
calyx than it is in A. magnificus, and the exterior of the plates is smooth, 
though the respiratory. fissures in the two species are alike. This species 
is thus founded upon the surface character of the proposcis, and the pro
portionally larger calyx when compared with other parts of the body and 
arms. 

These Kansas City fossna were collected in blue clay, where they were 
remarkably well preserved; but some specimens. were injured by, the 
collectors, who undertook to wash them when no water should have been 
applied. Many of the specimens were found with the heads downward 
and the arms spread .out, leaving the base of the calyx upward, with the 
strong proboscis pressed to one side, as shown in the illustration of this 
species. . • 

From the Upper Coal Measures of Kansas <4ty, aJ,ld now in tlie collec
tion of ~Wi1Iiam F. E. Gurley. The specific name is in honor of Sidney 
J. Hare. 
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HYDBEIONOCRINUS PENTAGONUS, N; SP. 

Plate II, jig. 6, mew of ()ZYfIO"US Bide, showlng he,£ght of cal1fJJ and UppllJ' lrunaated fact 
1M second radials; jig. 7, basal view. 

Calyx large pentagonal and exceedingly depressed to the top of the first 
radials; plates very thick and S!ltures well defined; basals rather large 
and forming an octagonal ring around the end of the column, against the 
faces of which the subradials and three of the radials rest ;subradials 
small, three triangular, one quadranglillar and the other pentagonal, by 
r.eason of supporting the first. azygous plate; they are slightly convex, and 
lie in furrows made by the angular convexity made ,by the first radials; 
first radials about twice as wide as high, the height not much eJrceeding 
the thick neBS of the plates; the platEls are hexagonal, highly ~nvex, 
depressed toward the sutures, and truncated upon the outer mces, so as to 
give the calyx a pentagonal outline; the depreBSions at the sutures appear 
as furrows in the pentagonal outline of the calyx; first azygous plate 
quadrangular, narrow, resting upon the upper sloping side of a subradial 
and forming the bottom of the furrow between two first radials; second 
azygous plate heptagonal, slightly truncating two first radials; column 
round. 

Second radials and succeeding parts above unknown, and it is therefore 
poBSible that this spe'ciesis a Zeacrinus, but from the characters given the 
inference is, it possesSed the ventral sac of an Hydreionocrinus, beside the 
latter genus had, so far as known, its greater development in ;the Upper 
Coal Measures, while the former is more characteristic of the upper part 
of the Subcarboniferous or Kaskaskia Group. It is unnecessary. to com
pare this with any species heretofore defined, because it is easily recog
nized by its strongly marked characters. 

Collected in the Upper Coal Measures at Kansas CityI and now in the 
m.binet of Wm. F. E. Gurley, of Danville, DIinois. . 

. ON'YCHOCRINUS ULRICHI, N. SP. 

Plate lII, fig. 2, 'ozYg0t£8 side l fig. 3, 8ym~trical silk, natural si~ . 

Calyx depreBSed, saucer-shaped; plates finely granulous, sutures dis
tinct; basals three, .extending slightly beyond the column; four of the 
subradials pentagonal, the one opposite the azygous side being the larger 
one and.all sharply pointed at the upper angle j the other one is hexago
nal with an upper concave articulating facet for the first azygous plate i 
primary radials five in each ray, very gradually decreasing in size upward 
and becoming more and ~ore sharply rounded; each one is wider than 
high and the sutures are transverse, with the exception of a slight con
cave central, exterior depression; the fifth plate isanguIar in the central 
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part of the upper face and supports the two series of brachials; the 
brachials and arms are very short and thick, and the sutures between the 
plates become more and more sinuous toward the extremities; the first 
arm is given oft' at about the fourth brachial, and above this there are 
twelve or more short, branching, curving arms that form 'a cluster at the ' 
end of each ray. 

The first regular interradial is large and octagonal; ,it is followed by 
three plates and these by five, and above they are smaller and more 
numerous; four interbrachial pieces are visible in our specimen, and there 
are probably more; the azygous plates are small, short, and sutures sin
uous. 

Found in Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now in the col
lection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. The specific wune is in honor of Prof. E. 
O. Ulrich, of Newport, Ky. 

AGA.RIOOCBINU8 sPLENDENS, N. lIP. 

Pta.te 1V, (Jg. 1, ride mew wit" _; fig. 2, basal view 01 same. 

This species is of medium or rather under medium size; base concave; 
surface grsnulOWl; basals small; first radials small; second radials quad
rangular, wider than long; third radials pentagonal, wider than high, 
and supportmg upon each of the upper sloping sides a thin brachial 
plate, which is followed by another thin plate, having two upper slightly 
sloping sides whioh support the regular interlocking series of the arm 
plates; arms twelve, tbree in each ray adjoining the azygous side, and 
two in each of the other three rays; they are a little longer than the 
greatest diameter of the calyx, rather small and taper to a point; pin
nwes fine;' regular interradial areas narrow, the first plate resting be
tween the second radials, which is followed by two smaller ones situate 
between t1ie third radials and the first brachials; azygous area having 
one plate followed by three of nearly the same size, ,which give breadth 
to the area between the third radials and the brachial plates; the column 
is round and composed of alternately thicker and thinner plates. Our 
specimens do not show the vault. 

This is a 'beautiful little sPecies, quite di1ferent from any heretofore des
cribed, and occurs in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Ind. It is 
in the collection ofWm. F. E. Gurley. 

BATOORINUS KARINUS, ,N. BP. 

Rate IV, jig. 3, Bide and basal vietD; fig. 4, outline view 01 platf3 1m azgflO'U Me. 

Species about the average size; calyx expanded at the arm bases 80U 

to be wider than high, and to :ma.ke the openings through the nult from 
the arm furrows' at rltht angles to the calyx, surface of the plates flat
tened and finely granUlous; basals three, upright an? forming a circle 
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which appears as if it 'were the enlarged end of the column; first radials 
wider and larger than the second and thiro. together, three heptagonal 
and two hexagonal; the opper face is truncated for the second radial, and 
the upper sloping sides support the first interradials;. second radials 
quadrangular, a little wider than high; third radials wider than the sec
ond but not longer, pentagonal or hexagonal. the lower lateral sides 
spreading 80 as to give the greatest width at the angles made with the 
upper sloping sides; the upper sloping sides support the secondary radials; 
secondary radials 2x10, wider than long, somewhat variable in size and 
shape. the second one bearing upon its upper sloping sides a single tertiary 
radial; the tertiary radials are succeeded by.a double series of interlock
ing arm plates; arms twenty, rather small, slender, gradually tapering 
and composed of a double series of plates, alternately interlocking; in our 
specimens they are coiled together on the vault around the base of the 
proboscis;, pinnules very numerous. Regular interradials five, the first 
one polygonal, about as large as a first radial and nearly 88 large as the 
other four; the first one is followed by two plates and these by two which 
are between the second secondary radials and the upper sloping sides of 
the tertiary radials; there is one intersecondary radial in each area; azy
gous interradials nine, the first one in line with the fil1lt radials and of 
the same size; this is followed by three smaller ones, and these again by 
three, and these by two which fit between the under sloping sides of the 
tertiary radials; the proboscis is broken oft' in oar specimen at the top of 
the folded arms. , 

Found in the Keokuk Group at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now in the 
collection ofWm. F. E. Gurley. 

BATOOBmUS JUOUNDUS, N. BP. 

Plate IV, fig. 5, CU'JI!Jf.1I.'8 ride witA al'm8 i fig. 6, symmetf'ical 'IIiew with al'm8 r~ 

~ proboaci& 

Species rather small; calyx globose, nearly as wide as high. height of 
calyx a little more than height of dome to the base of the proboscis; arm 
bases very slightly projecting, and arm openings projected upward; 
surface of the plates smooth or finely granulous, more or less convex or 
tumid; .basals three, short, upright, and forming a pentagonal ring around 
t.he column; first primary radials much wider and I8.rger than the second 
and third together; on some specimens there is an elongated, transverse 
tubercle on each one, the upper face is broadly truncated for the interior 
face of the succeeding radial, and the upper sloping sides llUpp<>rt the first 
interradials; second .prlmary radials quadrangular, one-:half wider than 
long; third primary radials wider and larger than the' second, pentagonal 
or hexagonal, the lower lateral· sides spreading so as to give the greatest 
width at the middle part of the plate or at the angles made with the upper 
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sloping sides; the . .upper sloping sides support the secondary radials; 
secondary radials 2x10, wid~r than long, the upper. the larger, but both 
of.them variable. in size .and shape; six of them h~ve uppe:r sloping, sides 
for. tertiary radials, while four of the~ bear only a single tertiary radial. 
Each BOOQnd secondary radial in the ray opposite the azygollB side bears a 
single arm, and qne of the lateral secondary radials on each side bears a 
single arm j >there are, therefore, only sixteen arms; a single plate follows 
each tertiary radial, and a~ve this the arm is constructed of two series 'of 
small plates a.lterll4tely aITaIlged; the arIp.s Ilre rounded on the outer side, 
gradually tapering, and };lear numerollB long pinnules, composed of com· 
paratively long pieces; regular interradials; in s!)me areas two and in 
pthe1'8 three, the first, one polygonal and larger than any other plate above 
he first primary radials; when it is followed by two interradials they are 

together, no larger. than a single secondary interradial; ~ygous inter
radi~ eight or nine, the first rests between the upper sloping sides of two 
basal plates and is in line with the fi1'8t radials; it is followed by three 
plates in the second series, and in one specimen three. plate. in the third 
~ries and in another four; these are followed by a single plate projecting 
an angle up between the under sloping sides of tertiary radials; the vault 
and . proboscis are constructed of, highly tumid polygonal plates; the pro· 
boscis extends as far. as or beyond the arms; column round. 

This.is a .handsome . little species, diatinguished by its sixteen arms Ilnd 
the. str.ucture of the calyx from all,othEl1'8. 

Found in the Keokuk Group at Crawfo~viIle, IndUJ,na, and now in 
the collection of William F. E. Gurley. 

DrcHOCRINUS CINCTUS, N. SP. 

Plate IV, fig. 10, symmetrical aide view i fig. 11, «zyg()fJ,(j side, slwwing vault and 
valvular opening i fig. 12, summit view. 

Calyx obc9noiflal, nearly twiCe as high as wide, somewhat truncated at 
the arm ba$s, except upon the azygous side, surface of the plates bearing 
a collection Q' fine longitudinal lines from the rim at the base, over the 
central,part o.f the first. radials, to the first rim plates, with finetransverse 
lines between, espeei.aJlynear the top of the calyx; sutllres not impressed, 
and the transVel'8e and longitudinal lines cross without, interrnption; the 
hand or rim at the base suggests the specific name., The two lwials form 
a.Iittle cup, the 4eight of which is equal to the greatest diameter; they 
are contJ;acted above the base so as to leave a small, sm,ooth, half·cylindr~
cal rim, or hand at the bottom of the cup; the first. radials. are about 
twice as long as 'Yide; very gradually increase in width to . the .. upper 
truncated endJ~l1ichbears a concave facet, a little more than one-third 
the width of the plate, for the attachment of the second radial <11' first 
brachial piece; second radial thin, rounded; the third radi,al a little 
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thicker, rounded, and bearing upon its upper sloping sides the free arms: 
arms ten, long, rounded externally, composed of a single series of thin 
plates, bearing long, strong pinnules closely packed tOgether. . 
, Regular interradia1s forming part of the vault, and standing but very 
little ab~ve the upper truncated edge of the first radi8.ls; first' azygous inter
radial as large as the first radials, inflected toward the vault, and bearing fine 
longitudinal lines in the middle and lower central part, and transverse 
lines on each side of these on the upper part; the suc6eeding plates cover 
a moderately convex ridge, expanded a little al>ove the other part of the 
vault, which extends to the side of IJ. central nipple .occupying the summit 
of the vault, and at the junction there is a valvular opening, but it is 
not connected with the central elevation; this nipple-like elevation ie 
covered with very small polygonal plates, ,and from the lower part of it 
five ambulacral ridges radiate to the second and third radials, which 
ridges are covered with minute polygonal plates. The, colunw. is round 
and composed of thin plates with sharp projectip.g edges. 

Found, in the Kinderhook or Waverly Group, at LeGrand, Iow~, and 
now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

POTERIOCRINUS GRANILINEUS, N. SP. 

; Plate IV, jig. 7, natural aize. 

Calyx low, basin.shaped; sutures well defined; basalasmalLand hidden 
by the column: subradials small, hexagonal, except one .on·the azygous 
side, which is truncated at the, top and heptagonal; first radialll wide, 
short, pentagonal, and truncated on top, where they have their greatest 
width; second radials quadrangular. short, wider than the first, and having 
the greatest wid~h at the upper truncated surface; third radials wider 
than the !iecond, pentagonal, very short, with steep upper ,loping sides, 
which are slightly curved to receive the free atms; arms,shart, composed 
of short cuneiform plates, so strongly arched in the middl$ as to form a 
subangular ridge down the back of all the rays, on which the granules 
are so united as to form a keel; all the arms preserved in our specimen 
(six in number) bifurcate ori the sixth plate, and above this the bifurca
tions are irregular. one of thew bifurcating on the fourtli plate, and others 
do not seem to bifurcate at all; the arms are flattened so as to fit closely 
together as in Zeacrinus; pinnules not· observed; the fii-stazygous plate 
is inserted obliquely between a subradial and the upper slqping side of a 
first. radial, with the truncated lower end resting against another sub
radial; this plate is pentagonal; the second azygous plate rests upon the 
first above-mentioned subradial, and between the radials <in the left and 
upper sloping side of the first azygous plate 'on the right; the higher azy
gous plates are not shown in our specimen; the column is rather small 
andobseurely pentagonal near the head. 

.' 
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The surface of the plates of body and arms is strongly granulated, an(l 
this, with the angularity of· the arms and the union of the gran\lles form. 
ing a sharp ridge or keel down all the rays, strongly characterize this 
species, and suggests the specific name. It probably belongs to that 
branch of the genus Poteriocrinus for which Wachsmuth suggested the 
name pachyiocrinus. 

Found in the Keokuk Group at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now in the 
collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

POTEBIOCBINU8 CBAWFOBDSVILLENSIS, N. SP. 

PIaU IV, fig. 8, natural size. 

Species large, robust; calyx obconoidal, expanding very gradually from 
the large column, longer than wide, and composed of smooth, rounded 
plates with well-defined sutures; bftsaIs large, widening but little up
ward, pentagonal, a.bout as wide as high; subradiaIa longer than wide, 
expanding but little upward; those shown in our specimen hexagonal, the 
two on the azvgous side probably heptagonal; radials pentagonal, very 
little wider than high, the articulating surface occupying the entire width 
of the plates; the second radial or brachial plate in the ray opposite the 
azygous side is pentagonal, about as high as wide, rounded, and supports 
upon its two upper sloping sides free arms, one of which bifurcates on the 
third plate above, and the other does not divide; the arms are robust, 
long, very slowly tapering, rounded, and composed of thick cuneiform 
plates; column large, round, composed of thicker and thinner plates, the 
articulating faces of which are marked by radiating furrows, which show 
the serrated edges. Proboscis and other parts unknown. 

This species belongs to that branch of Poteriocrinus for which Wach· 
smuth proposed the subgeneric name of Scytalocrinus. Its characters 
are very strongly marked, .and it resembles P. missouriensis, from the St. 
Louis Group, about as much as it does any other speci6il in the genus. 

It was found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Indiana, and be· 
longs to the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. . 

POTEBIOCBINUS VERUS, N. SP. 

Rote I y., jig. 9, Mtural siu. 

Specimens medium size; calyx obconoidal, expanding very gradually, 
as long as wide, and composed of smooth rounded plates; sqtures distinct; 
basals pentagonal, stanaing upright, nearly as high as wide; subradials 
hexagonal on the symmetrical side, about one-half larger than the basals 
and a little longer than wide; radials pentagonal, wider than high, a .little 
smaller than the subradials, convex, truncated the entire width of the. 
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plates with suture· gaping; there are five hrachials in two rays and seven 
in the other, in our specimen before· a bifurcation is reached. These 
plates are nearly ~ long as wide, round externally, and very slightly con
~tricted, and the Butures are gaping; the last one has very steep, upper
sloping sides for the arms; arms ten, long, composed of very long con
stricted plates with elanting, gaping sutures; proboscis long. Our speci
men shows Dve subquadrate plates where the. arms are broken away, 
indicating that the proboscis extended nearly or quite to the ends of the 
arms. Column round, and articulating faces of the plates radiately 
furrowed. 

Found at Crawfordsville, Indiana, in the Keokuk Group, and now in 
the collection ofWm. F. E. Gurley. 

ScAPHIOCRINUS MANUS, N. SP. 

Plate I Vo, fig. 13, azy!J0'U8 Bide, naturalllize.. 

General form of C'.alyx .and arms having a fancied resemblance to a 
hand; calyx cup-shaped, height about the half the diameter at the top, 
plates convex and sunken at the angles of the sutures; basaJs hidden 
within a shallow depression surrounding the end of the column; sub. 
radials hexagonal, except one on the azygous side which is truncated at 
the top and heptagonal; they are larger than the basals, and about half 
as large as the first radials; first radials pentagonal, one·halt wider than 
high, convex at the upper part, truncated the entire width, and separated 
from the brachia.ls externally by a wider suture. There is only a single 
brachial in each ray, and it is rather larger than a first radial, pentagonal, 
constricted, angular and supports on its upper sloping sides the free arms; 
the two arms on the left of the azygous plate and the one on the right . 
bifucate on the eighth plate, and the second arm to the right of the 

, 	 azygous plates bifurqa.tes on the tenth plate j the plates are very slightly 
wedge.shaped, and have their thickest margms produced into nodes, the 
alternate arrangeme ..t of which gives the arms arough aspect j pinnules 
coarse, making the head appear full and dense. The first azygous plate 
rests between the first two radials, the under aide of the first radial on the 
right, and the second and thbid azygous plates; the second azygous plate 
is of the same size as the first, rests on the truncated end of a subradial, 
and abuts upon a fint radial and brachial on the left, the first and third 
azygous plates on the right and another azygous plate at the top; the 
third azygous plate is a little smaller, and abuts a brachial on the right. I 
Column and vault unknown. . , 

Found in the Keokuk Group, at. Crawfordsville, Indiana, and now in 
the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

23-GEOLOGY. 
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ACTlNOCRINUS GRANDIS, N. SP. 

Piau V, fig. I, symmetrical Bide; piau VI, fig. 1, azygoWi side. 

, Thi~ is a very large species and proportionally very long; the plates are 
thick, angular, and deeply sculptured; our specimen has a length of 2i 
inches, diameter at the top of the third primary radial ] t'd inches, at the 
top of the basals y\ inch, height of basalsi inch; tIle sutures are 

, depressed, and while the ornamentation resembles that Ob Strotocrinus 
regaJillJ, the ridges are stronger and sculpturing deeper; the radial ridges 
are high, so that a transverse section above the middle of the first radials 
is pentagonal; there are deep depressions between the arms, giving a 
pentagonal outline when seen from above, and this is strongly marked 
because the vault rises but very little above the radial ridges extending to 
the bases of. the arms. 

Basals three, pentagonal, standing nearly upright, and forming a deep 
bowl·shaped cup' having a length more than half its diameter; first 
primary radials very large, longer than wide, three hexagonal and two 
heptagonal; seoond primary radials about as wide as long, hexagonal; 
third primary radirils heptagonal,' wider than long, and supporting upon 
the two upper' sloping sides the secondary radials; secotldary radials 
forming the basal support of the arm-like projections, heKagonal, and 
supporting upon their upper sloping sides tertiary radials; first regular 
interradial hexagonal,' about the size of second primary radi&ls, supported 
between the upper sloping sides of the first primary radials and the under 

, sloping sides of the second primary radials. This is followed by two 
hexagonal plates nearly as large as the third primary radials, and these by 
,three plates, and above the, plates gra,duate through a depressed and 

, sunken area into the plates of the vault; first azygous plate abOut as large 
as a primary radial, hexagonal, and resting upon two basal; plates; , it is 
followed by two hexagonal plates about as. large as the second primary 
radials, and these' by three plates nearly as large as the third primary 
radials, and these by four plates, and above the plates graduate through a 
depressed' and Bunken area to the vault; the vault is covered with small, 
tumid, polygonal plates; the arm openings are directed upwalrd almost at 
right angles to the radiq.l ridges from the central area of the vault. ' 

Found in the Keokuk Group, in Washington County, Indi~a, and now 
jl) the collection of' William F. E. 'Gurley. ' 
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TAXOORINUS SUBOVATUS, N. SP. 

Plate V, fig. 3,tty1nmetrieal side. 

General form of body and arms subovate; basals very SIJall and ex
tending but slightly beyond the column; subradials so small as to allow 
the milldle of the first radws to come in contact with the basals, and yet. 
they project up sharply between the radials; primary radials fuur to each 
ray, which increase in width but not In length, the ,first one being rather 
longer than the second, and the second a little longer than the third, and 
the latter as long as the fourth; there are three secondary radials in some 
'of the rays, and (our in others; the next bifurcation of the rays takes 
place on the third, fourth or fifth plate, as shown in our e~mple; the 
sutures between the plates are moderately sinuous; regular interradials 
two, the first one long and situate between the first, second·~and third 
primary ra~ials on one side, and the second, third and fourth on the 
other, the second being a little smaller, extending to the ,second secondairy 
radial, but not· truncating it; column round, tapering a little below the 
calyx,,- and· showing minute crenulations, caused by the furro;vs on the 
articulating faces of the plates. Other parts unknown. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, near Canton, Indiana, and DOW hi the 
collection of Woo. F. E. Gurley. ' 

FoRBESOCRINUS SPECIOSUS, N. SP. 

Plate V, fig. 8, 81f11Imetrieal IIiAU view,. fig. 9, basal mew. 
Species of medium size; plates highly convex or tumid, and depressed 

at the sutures; sutures between the radials' sinuous; calyx constituting 
more than half the length of the body. though wider than high; basals 
small; subradials small but extending one angle high between the 
radials, reaching nearly to the first azygous plate; primary radials four· in 
each series, plates more than twice as wide as high, the first one heptago. 
nal. the second and third hexagonal by reason of joining two inilirradials 
at each end, and the fourth pentagonal and supporting upon its two upper , 
sinuous, sloping sides the secondary radials;' secondary radials :three in 
each series, twice as wide as high, the first two hexagonal, the third hep
tagonal, the two upper sinuous edges slQping very little; tertiarY radials 
from four to eight in the different rays,.and the next division more un
equal and irregular, the bifurcation not taking place in some ra)s until 
the tenth or twelfth plate is reached. Throughout the mys the sutures 
are sinuous, the upper face being concave; the sutures are all well de
fined; the ends of the arms are . infolded; regular interradials about 
twenty in each are.a, the first ode the larger and resting upon the upper 
sloping faces of the first two primary radials; this is folJowed by two 
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plates, and these by three, and above these the plates are polygonal of 
unequal size and extend as high as the commencement of the tertiary 
radials; intersecondary radials from four to six; intertertiary radials two, 
one follQwing the other in direct line j azygous area. like the regular inter
ra.dia.l areaS, except it may be slightly wider in the middle part. 

FoUnd in the ~kuk Group, in Washington County, Indiana, and now 
in the collection of William F. E. Gurley. 

CYATBOORINUB OPDlUB, N. BP. 

PIau V, jig. 5, Il'JI'IIlmetMcal side, ~ siu. 

Species short and plump; calyx one-half wider than high, platel! 
smooth, sutures in depremons; ba.saJs forming a flattened pentagon about 
twice 88 wide as the thickness of the column; subradials more than three 
times 88 large 88 the ba.saJs, larger than the :6.l'I!t radials, standing up
right, highly con~x, and protuberant j first radials one-half wider than 
high, rounded, pentagonal, truncated nearly the entire width above, and 
baving a deeply concave outward sloping f8.cet for the reception of the 
brachial pieces. There are two brachials in each of the two rays preserved 
in our specimen j the :6.l'It is wide and thin; and is separated from the 
:6.l'I!t radial by a gaping suture j the second is equally as wide but a little 
higher, and supports upon its upper sloping sides free arms. The arms 
are robust, round, and each one bifurcates again on the second plate j tw. 
of these bifurcate again on the second plate, and one is observed to bifur. 
cate on the third and ano~er on the fourth, and the other arms are sO 
injur~ that the bifurcations can not be determined. The arms after each 
bifurcation are of unequal size and bifurcate irregularly. The plates of 
the arms are slightly constricted in the middle, making the arms angular 
e:x:ternaUy, and the sutures are slightly gaping, or one plate projects 
slightly beyond the other. The arm on the left of the two descrihE\d does 
not divide on the second brachial, but it is not expoSed so as to allow 
proper definition. The column is round, a small part of the ventralll8C 
is exposed on the right side of our specimen; the azygous side and other 
parts of this species are unknown. 

This species will be readily distinguished by its short, plump form, nip
ple-like Bubradials and the frequent bifurcations -of the arms. It is not 
without some hesitation that it is referred to the genus Oyathoorinus. 

'Found in the Keokuk. Group at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now in the 
collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

POTEBIOORINUS ABCANUS, N. BP. ' 

l'law V, jig. 4, Il'JI'IIlmetrical tMao. 

This species has a rather long, subcylindrica.l head,· when the arms are 
closed. Calyx obconoidal, plates rounded, sutures depressed, ba.sals bent 
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upward from the column and forming a small cup i subradiaJa larger than 
the basals or first radials, 88 long as wide and rounded so 88 to leave the 
sutures in depressions; fu:st radials wider than high, convex, sutures 
depressed, upper moo horizontally truncated the entire width of the plate, 
and suture gaping; second, radial or brachial longer than wide, rounded, 
constricted and lupporting upon its upper sloping sides the free arms; 
arms ten, long, rounded externally, arid slightly flattened on the sides so 
as to permit them to close tightly together; plates long and very slightly 
cuneiform below,' but becoming shorter and more cuneiform above; pin
nules short and coarse; column round and composed' of thicker and 

, thinner plates. Azygous side and proboscis unknown. , 
Found in the Keokuk Group, in Washington County, Indiana, and now 

in the collection of Wm. F., E, Gurley. 

SCAHPIOCBINUS BONOENSIS, N. SP. 

PlAte V, jig, 6, ~~; jig. 7, IUYg~' ride. 

All the plates of the body and arms are angular and preRent a very 
rough aspect; calyx lo~. plates sharply angular in the Central part, and 
sutures in angular 'depressions; basals small. hidden by the column; sub
radials about as high as wide, standing nearly upright; h8xagonal, except 
the one on the azygg1:li side, which is truncated at the top and heptagonal, 
and each one is produced into an angular node at the central part; first 
radials peJiltagonal, about one third as high as wide, sharply angular at 
the upper central part, horizontally truncated the entire width of the 
plate on top, where the suture is gaping; second radials quadrangular, 
about one-third as long as wide, sharply angular, longitudinally, in the 
central part, sutures gaping; third radials pentagonal, about half as high 
as wide, sharply angular in the central part and supporting arms upon the 
upper sloping sides. . 

The arms divide on the sixth plate, except one which appears to be 
abnormal and bifurcates on the eighth j above. this the bifurClf.tions aI1l 
not uniform, one arm after each bifu~tion does not again divide, while 
the other one continues to divide to the sixth bifurcation; the divisions 
are all on one side of an arm, which, commencing from the third primary 
radial, we may call the inner side, for the single or non.bifurcating arms 
are thrown toward each other in each of the five radial· series as in 
Zeaorinus; the arms are angular externally, each plate having a sharp 
node on the upper central part, those on which the bifurcation of the arms 
takes place being most prominent. The plates are slightly cuneiform, and 
the nodes do not, therefore, fbllow each other in direct line, b!lt project 
slightly on one side and then on the other in zigzag order. 

The azygous plates are sculptured, the central part of eaohbeing the 
most prominent; the first one is inserted obliqelybetween a subradial and 
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a first and second radial; the second azygous plare' is much larger than 
thefil'8t~ and truncates a subradial; above this the plates are as usual in 
this genus; . The column is pentagonal and plates nodose. . 

FoUnd in the.Keokuk Group, at Bono, Indiana, and now in the co11ec
tiono( W m. F. E. Gurley. , .' . 

.... 
ABBOTOOBINUS, N. GEN• 

. Ely.: alnoWB, immortal; fcrinoo, lily. . 

Calyx low,. bowl-shaped; basal!! five, occupying a shallow concavity; 
subradials hexagonal, as high as wide; first radials pentagonal, wider 
than high, truncated horizontally the entire width of the plates, sutures 
gaping; brachial or second I:adial constricted in the middle and bearing. 
upon its upper sloping sides the free arms; arms bifurcate frequently 
and bear pinnules; no regular interradials. FirsttlZygous plate of the 
same form and in line with the first radials; resting between the upper' 
sloping sides of two subradials, horizontanytl'un~ted the entire width 
above and: haying, a gaping suture; sec9nd ljIifY,Jr>us plate c~nl!tricted in 
tJJ.e middle and' horizontally truncated on top; above this numerous 
plates form a single longitudinal series until they' graduate 'intO'"the 
proboscis; Oolumn obscurely pentagonal at thehe.ad and becOming 
roulld below. . ' .'. 

This i~niIs Ill'obably belongs to the family Poterioerinidre, type A. 
cymosulJ· 

ABBOTOORlNUS ~YMOSUS, N. SP. 

PlaIe Y, jig. 2, IUYfJOIIJI ttide 1Iiew, Mtural _~ 

. -This ~ _a :iarge species, having ~ low calyx, in proportion to. the great 
Itmgtb .of the arms, and ~ peculiar enlargementotilie plates at each 
bifurcatio1,l of the arms, giving them a knobby aspect; 'plates granul().Us, 
not sculptured, sunken !'ttthe angles, -and sutures well defined; calyx 
low, bowl-shaped, height about balf. the diameter; basals occupyfug a 
concavity at the bottom; subradials bending. abruptly upward. having a 
height equal totha' greatest width; first l'adials peritagonal, pointed . 
below; about twice as wide as high, horizontally truncated at the top the 
entire wid~ and. having a gaping suture; second radials or brachials 
pentagonal, larger than the first radials, nearly as long.as wide, rounded 
externally, constricted at the sides, very tumid in the upper centrlil part, 
with steep upper sloping sides for the free ar~s. _ 

rhe first arm plates-are rapidly contracted from the top o( the 'second 
radials so-as to leave a convex knob-like elevation at: the bifurcation; 
the arms areroundexterrially and bifurcate on the seventh and eighth 
plates; they increase in si~ toward the bifurcation, aitd at the p~int of 
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bifurcation become proportionally more tumid than the rays are at the 
division on the second radials. Both ,arms bifurcate at regular distances, 
so' that there are more than fifty arms bef~re the divi~ionscease to take' 
place, and there is a swelling at every bifurcation similar to the last above 
described. Below the bifurcations the plates are round, externally, and 
very slightly'cuneiform, but above the last bifurcation the plates become 
quite cuneiform, and mQre or less nodose in zigzag lines, as is common 
with the arms of Scaphiocrinus. 'Pinnules long and numerous,. 

First azygous'plate as large as a first radial,andof the same form, with 
, a gaping suture at the top; second azygous plate rapidly tapering up

ward and horizontally truncated at the top .. Above this ten plates are 
visible in a single longitudinal series. before the. series is covered by the 
overlapping arm on the right. Column obscurely pentagonal near the 
calyx, but soon beco,ming round below; the central canal is pentagonal, 
and a circle of denticule.ti~ns exists on the articulating face of each 
plate just within the peripi:~y. . . . . . 

Found in ,the Keokuk Group, in Washington County, Ind., and now 
·in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

EtJy.; !JfRIia, ~ angle,· krill00, lilg• 

. Calyx small" basin-shaped, plates convex or angular; basals five, 
small, extending beyond the column; subradials five, about the Same 
size' as the basals; first' radials larger, wider than long, and supporting 
on the slightly concave upper faces, a little shorter' than the width of 
the plates, the brachials; brachials, three in each ray, flanged at the 
sides; arms resembling Scaphiocrinus. No regular interradials; azygous 
interradial!, consisting of a series of plates, the first one like a first 
radial and resting upon the upper truncated face of a subradial, which 
is followed by plates very much like the brachials, which form a convex 
arm-like appendage that curves in toward the prohoscis at or above the 
base of the free arms. A small azygous plate also exists on the right 
side of the area, resting between the upper sloping sides oithe two sub
radials and the under sloping sides of a first radial and the azygous 
plate which truncates a subradial. Column pentagonal, bearing cirrhi, 
composed of thicker and thinner plates; canal pentagonal. Type G. 
sculptilis. 

, 
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GONIOCBINUS SCULPTILIS, N. SP. 

Plate VL, fig. 2, 1Jflfl'lmetrica.l ride, naturalllU6; fig. 3, 84_ magnified mOre IAml two diam
eters " fig. 4, lPJI ride 01 afUltller specimen magnified a little more tIIan two diameters; 
fig· 5, azygous ride of aome. 

Calyx small, short, basin-shaped, truncated at the top; plates thiek, 
angular, sutures sunken at the angles; basals five, small, extending be
yond the column and forming a rim at the base of the calyx; subradials 
five, about the same size as the basals, angular, sutures depressed and 
sunken at the angles; first radials wider than high, convex longitudin· 
ally, angular, sutures depressed and sunken at the angles; slightly con
cave facet above. about two thirds the width of the plates, for the 
articulation of the brachials; brachials, three in each ray, the second on~ 
a little longer than the first, and the third longer than the second, and 
bearing upon its upper sloping sides the free arms; the central" part is 
convex and the side~ flanged, but the different series do not come in 
contact, and the plates of tile proboscis may be seen, in OUr specimens, 
between the brachials. Arms ten, angular, plates flanged, and giving oft 
armlets or remarkably long, coarse pinnules, at irregular distances, 

.generally on the second or fourth plate, but never alternately. These 
armlets are supported on the sloping sides of arm-plates axillary in 
character, and are composed of short plates. A small, quadrangular 
azygous plate is inserted between the upper sloping sides of two sub
radials and the under sides of the right first radial and the second 
azygous plate ~ the second azygous plate truncates a subradial and is in 
line with the first radials and of about the same size; the three following 
plates are of the same size as the brachials and form a prominent, con
vex ridge to the third brachials, when the series abruptly curves under 
the arms. Column pentagonal, and bears numerous cirrhi; columnar 
canal pentagonal, the angles of the pentagon notching the basal plates 
and corresponding with a pentagonal opening that separates the sub-
md~ • 

Found in the Wa~erly or Kinderhook Group, at La Grand, Iowa, 
and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

It is quite likely the species described as Cyathocrinus harrisi should 
be referred to this genus. It is certainly nearer to this genus than it is 
to Cyathocrinus. We refer this genuf:l to the Poteriocrinidre. 

BATOCBINUS J.>OCULUM. N. SP. 

PitUe VI, fig. 6, IJflfl'lmetrical ride, iAowmfJ part of IAil ar_,. fig. 7, aJII1I9oua side 'View, 
shouMg tAIl broken end of tAIl 'JYf'ol1OI!ci8 " two broken arms are crowded out 0/ plru:e to 
tAIl FigAt. 

Calyx urn or bowl-shaped, medium size, vault moderately convex, 
proboscis small, subcentral; plates granular, sutures 80 indistinct as to 
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be traced with difficulty; basals thick, depressed for the column below, ' 
and forming a smooth rim at the base, without indented sutures; first 
radials very large, nearly as high as wide, two hexagonal and three hep
tagona], smooth, sutures indistinct, upper face very slightly arcuate; 
second radials quadrangular, short; third radials a little larger than the 
second, but both together not as large as a first radial; secondary arid 
tertiary radials small. . 

Arms twenty, large, composed of a double series of interlocking 
plates, above the second tertiary radials; pinnulee long, numerous; arm 
openings to the vault. directed outward at right angles to the calyx. 

Regular interradia1s four, the first one very large, irregular, having 
eight unequaJ sides; this is followed by two rather small elongated 
plates, and these by a minute plate. Azygous area very large, bulging 
out, the first plate in line with the first radials and of the same size and 
form; this is followed' by three plates, larger than second primary 
radia1s; and these by four, the central two being small and nearly on a 
line with the third primary radials, and these are followed by three 
sma11 plates. Pol!sibly there may be one or two minute plates above 
these, but if so the sutures in our specimen are too indistinct for their 
determination. . 

The vault is moderately convex, but slightly depressed toward the 
proboscis, and composed of unequaJ polygonaJ, convex plates. Pro
boscis small, cylindrical, and near the lower end composed of smooth, 
elongated plates. Column round and radiately furrowed toward the 
circumference, as shown by the plate within the basal depression of our 
specimen. 

Found in the Waverly or Kinderhook Group, at Le Grand, Iowa, and 
nbw in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley . 

. nATOORINUS FAOETUS, N. 'sP. 

Plate VL fig. 8, tlUW of tile right aitU. of II ~,ltlwwmg tMrlJ Mil MIly t1&MJ Qn118 in 
tile fir. radialllM'iea on tile rigAt 01 the aaygous ride. 

CaJyx medium size, half globular below the arms and conicaJ above, 
with a subcentral proboscis, plates convex and more or less angular, 
sutures depressed; basals forming a pentagonaJ disc nearly covered by 
the column; first radials about one-half wider than long, upper face 
concave; second radials quadrangular, nearly as long as the first radials; 
third radials about as large as the first radials, and supporting on the 
upper slightly sloping sides the secondary radials; second secondary 
radials wider than the first secondary radials and of about the same 
length; two tertiary radials in each of the three series, the second one' 
having the characters of a brachial. There are no tertiary radials in the 
series opposite the azygous side, and consequently there are only two 
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arme'in that series, and there are tertiary radials in only one branch on 
the right of the azygous area, and hence there are only three arms in . 
that series. Arms seventeen, long, composed of a double series of inter
locking plates bearing long phmules. 

Regular interradials four, the first one large and having nine sides; 
this is followed by two plates, each 'of which is longer than wide"and 
these by a single plate. Azygous area wide and having eleven plates; 
the, first one is as large as a first regular interradial; it is truncated on . 
top' by a small quadlllngular plate and bears ~pon each of its upper 
sloping sides a plate fully IU! large as iiBelf; these are followed by three 
smaller plates, the central one being the larger"and these again by three 
smaller ones, which are followed by a singl.e plate resting between the 
upper sloping sides of the two plates on the right of the area.' Theril are 
two small intersecondary plates in the right radial series, sec:ning to fill 
the space that would have been occupied by the regular plates if there' 
had been four arms in the series instead of three. The vault is covered· 
with unequal, tumid, polygonal plates. Column round, composed of 
thicker and thinner plates; coluinnar canal pentagonal. Height of 
probOscis unkuown. ' 

Found in the Keokuk Group, near Canton, Indiana, and now in the 
collection of WilliamF. E. Gurley. 

BATOCRINUEr CANTONENSIS, N. SP. ' 

.&til VI, fig. 9, azggtYU8 Bide, showing prOOQ3Cis. 

Calyx medium size, obconical below the arms and conical above, with 
a large, long, subcentral proboscis, plates conical or having angular 
nodes in the form of transverse ridges, base truncated; basals large, 
thick, forming a wide rim at the bottom, indented at the sutures, first 
radials a little wi~er than high; hexagonal, convexity in the form of a 
transverse ridge; second radials small, quadrangular; half as wide as the 
first. rad,ials; third radials small, pentagonal, very short, a little wider 
tha~ the second radials and hearing upon the upper sloping sides the 
secondary radials; two secondary radials in each ray, wider than high, 
haviIigtransverse angular nodes, the 'uppel' plates each bearing upon the 
upper'sloping sides a single tertiary radial; the' tertiary radials have a 
concave upper face supporting the free arms. 

Arms twenty, openings to the vault directed upward. Above the 
first two plates the arms consist of a double series of interlocking plates, 
Battened on the external face of the arms, and toward the upper part 
more or lesS depressed and the interlocking ends of the plates bearing 
small nodes. Pinmileslong, numerous. 

Regular interradials three, one following the other; first one as large 
as a'first radial, very protuberant and having nine sides; the seco'rid one 
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, about'h8.1f as larg.e, and hexagonal or pentagonal; the third one small, 
pentagonal and situate between the second secondary radials and abutting 
the under sloping sides of the tertiary radials. Azygous areawide, hirer
rRdials seven; the first one heptagonal, resting between' the upper'slop
ing sides of two basals and between the first radials, and supporting 
three azygous plates, the one on the right beIng the, 'larger. These are 
followed by three plates, the one on the right being also the larger one, 
and extending its upper angle' between the under sloping sides of the 
tertiary radials. 

The vault and proboscis are composed of very nodose, almost spini
iform plates. The proboscis extends beyond the end of the arms. Col-' 
umn round, composed of thicker and thinner plates, the former project
ing beyond the latter; columnar canal pentagonal. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, near Canton, Indiana, and now in the 
collection of Wm.. F. E. Gurley. 

POTERIOCRINUS SPARTARIUS, N. sr. 

Plate VII., jig. I, lliew of the right Mil, slwwi"g part oj/he OJIYfIO'UII area and part oj the 
column. 

Calyx low, somewhat obconoidal, one-half wider than high, sutures 
distinct, plates smooth; basals low, forming a pentagon about one·half 
wider than the thickness of the column with the angles sharply elevated 
between the under sloping sides of the subradials; subradials a little 
wider than high, one on the azygous side heptagonal, the others pro b
ably hexagonal; first radials one-half wider than high, rounded, 
pentagonal, articulating surfaces' occupying the entire width of the 
plates, and sutures gaping; each ray has two brachials; the first one is 
the larger, a little wider than long and rounded externally; the seCond 
is shorter than the first, rounded and suppo~ta upon its two steep sloping 
sides the free arms; the arms are rounded externally, bifurcate twioo, 
making forty arms, and are composed of slightly cuneiform plates; the 
first bifurcation takes place on ,the eighth plate in some rays, and on the 
tenth plate in others; above this the bifurcations are irregular, and OcCur 
from the fdurteenth to the twenty-eighth plates; pinnules numeroUII, but 
rather small for the size of the IU'Ins. . 

The azygous area is rather wide, the first plate is pentagonal, a little 
smaller than a subradial, rests upon the upper sloping sides of two sub
radials and betweeI). the first radial on the right t\nd the azygous plate 
on the left, and is truncated at the top for the third azygous plate; the 
second azygous plate is pentagonal, about as large as the first, rests upon 
the truncated upper end of a subradial and between a first radilll" on the 
left and the first and third azygous plate on the right, and is truncated 
at the upper end for the fourth plate; the third azygous plate is 
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hexagonal, rests upon the first azygous plate with the first radial and 
first brachial on the right and the second and fourth azygous pla.te on 
the left, and above this the plates graduate into the proboscis. 

Column round and bearing long cirrhi at irregular distances from each 
other. 

The specimen illustrated is on a slab and looks much like a little 
broom, which suggested the specific name. 

Found in the Kinderhook or Waverly Group, at Le Grand, Iowa, 
and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

POTERIOORDIUS SCOPJE, N. SP. 

Plate VIi., fig. 2, fJI!!IgtJIIB ride. 

Calyx low, somewhat obconoidal, about twice as wide as high, sutures 
distinct, plates smooth, basals low, upright j Bubradials'about as wide as 
high, one on the azygous Bide heptagonal, the others probably hexagonal; 
first radials one-half wider than high, rounded, pentagonal articulating 
surfaces occupying the entire width of the plates, and sutures gaping, a 
Bingle brachial in each ray, longer than wide, rounded externallya:nd 
contracted on both Bides, bears upon its upper sloping sides the free 
arms j the arms are rounded externally, bifurcate twice, making forty 
arms, and are composed of slightly cuneiform plates; the first bifurca
tion occurs on the eighth plate; the second bifurcation takes place in 
each arm from the tenth to the eighteenth plate; pinnules numerous but 
not large. 

The azygous area is very wide and displays a wide proboscis; the first 
plate is pentagonal, a little smaller than a subradial, rests upon the upper 
sloping sides of two subradials and between the first radial on the right 
and the second azygous plate on the left, and is truncated at the top for 
the third azygous plate; the second plate is pentagonal, about as large as 
the first, rests upon the truncated upper end of a subradial, and between 

. a first radial on the left and the first and third azygous plate on the 
right, and is truncated at the upper end for the fourth plate. 

Column round, and bears long cirrhi at irregular distances from each 
other. The resemblance to a little broom suggested the specific name. 

This species is distinguished from P. spartarius by having only one 
brachial plate in each ray, a lower calyx, and wider proboscis and 
azygous area. • 

Found in the Kinderhook or Waverly Group, at Le Grand, Iowa, and 
now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. . 
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POTEBIOCRINUB GEN18TA., N.- SP. 

Calyx low, somewhat obconoidal, more' than twice as wide as high, 
sutures distinct, plates smooth, basals low, slightly spreading; subradials 
about twice as wide as high, one on the azygous side heptagonal, the 
others ptobably hexagonal; first radials one-half wider than high, ' 
rounded, pentagonal, articulating surfaces occupying the entire width of 
the 'plates, and sutures gaping; there is a single brachial in the rayon 
the right of the azygous area, rounded externally, contracted in the 
middle and bearing upon its .upper sloping, sides free arms; the rayon 
the left of the azygous area has two brachials, the first one is the larger, 
a little wider than long, rounded externally and slightly contracted in 
the middle, the second is shorter than the firlft, rounded, and supports 
upon its upper sloping sides free arms; the arms are rounded externally, 
bifurcate twice, making forty arms, and are composed of slightly cunei
form plates; the first division takes place in some arms on the sixth 
plate, and in others on the eighth plate; the second division takes place 
in each arm from the tenth to the twentieth plate; pinnules rather 
small. 

The azygous area is very wide and the plates are arranged as in P. 
!!Copre: column-round and bears long cirrhi at irregular distances. The 
resemblance to a little broom suggested the specific name. 

This species is much like P. !!Copre, and possibly should not be separated 
from it, but it is distinguished from it by having two brachials in the ray 
on the left of the azygous area instead of one, and differs in some of the 
details of the arm structure, especially in having the first division in some 
of the arms take place on the sixth plate instead of the eighth. The 
specimens of P. spartarim, P. 8COJXB and P. geniwta, which we have illus
trated, are on the same slab, which also bears two other specimens of P. 
spartarim and one' of P. 8COJXB. They are all light-colored. The slab is 
from Le Grand, Iowa, and is in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

POTERIOOlUNUS LEGRA.NDENSIB, N. SP. 

Plate VlI, {ig. 4, symmetrical Me, Mtw-al riu.. fig. 5, 8'gff1f1&etrical Me, mafll&ijied .. 
fig. 6, OIII!Jg- ride, maff"ijied. 

Species small, calyx obconoidal, height apout two-thirds j;he greatest 
diameter, plates smooth, basals small, forming a low pentagonal cup; 
subradials comparatively large, height and width sub-equal; first radials, 
nearly as high as wide, very convex and much depressed at the separat
ing sutures, so as to give them the appearance of brachials, truncated 
the entire width above, and separated from the brachials by a ping 
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suture; a single lllUch-elongatedbrachial, rounded, and contracted in 
the middle, supports upon its upper sloping sides, in each radial series, 
the free arms. 

The arms divide on the sixth plate, making twenty arms. The arms 
are rounded, plates comparatively long, cuneiform, and project alter
nately for the attachment of coarse pinnules. which gives the arms a 
rough aspect. Azygous area wide, and plates arranged as i.n other species 
of this genus. Column, round. , 

Found in the Waverly or Kinderhook Group, at Le Grand, Iowa, and 
now in the conectio~ of Wm. F. E. ,Gurley. 

POTERIOCRINUS CANTONENSIB, N. SP. 

1'Iiue VIIl, Jig. 3, 8ymmet"ica~ Bide; fig. 4, azygOUB side, but fM figure is, slightly in
correct, 118 the'first piau rellta between the upper sl&ping sidell oj zhe 8'lJ.bradiais, and 
tM artist mistook a. blemish lor the 8,utUrB. ' 

This species is very slender, and, including the arms, when not com
pressed, nearly cylindrical; calyx forms a little cup having thick, some
what angular plates, depreBBed toward the sutures; basals small, forming 
a flattened pentagonal disc p.bout twioe the diameter of the oolumn; 
subradials larger, standing nearly upright, and depressed at the sutures ; 
first radials muoh larger than the subradials, convex, and projecting exter
nally near the upper face, where they are truncated the full width, and 
have gaping sutures separating them from the single braohial plates; 
brachial plates long, contracted in the middle, and having very steep 
upper sides for the articulation of the free arms; arms ten; no division, 
and compo~d of a single series of plates, whioh are long in proportion 
to the size of the arms, the first one being very long; azygous plates 
rather small, the first one having an unusually long side abutting upon 
the second plate, but as usual in this genus, it rests between the upper 
sloping sides. of the subradials and the under sloping side of the right fj.rst 
radial; the second azygous plate is very long and narrow, being so 
nearly pointed below that it slightly truncates the sub radial. By reason 
of an injury to our specimen at this place, the artist mistook the lines 
maqe by the blemish for the sutures, and overlooked the true suture lines, 
so there is a slight error in the illustration in this regard. Column, 
round. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, near Canton, Indiana, and now in the 
collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 
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ONYCHOCRINUS CANTONENSIS, N. SP. 

Plate V IL, fig. 9, azygous Bide, natural sist. 

Calyx low, basin-shaped, plate~ smooth, sutures distinct; basals three, 
extending beyond the column, forming a pentagon one-third wider than 
the diameter of the coll).mn; subradials five,comparatively small; not 
more than half the size of the first radials, two of them pentagonal, two 
hexagonal and one on the azygous side heptagonal, with sides unequal, 
the upper one being sinuous in the middle for the recept~on of a. small 
azygous plate; radials five in each series, well rounded, wider than high, 
very gradually tapering to the bifurcation on the, fifth plate, sutures 
Iransverse between the, first, second and third plates, but sinuous in the 
middle part of the fourth; arms or secondary rays very short, the 
bifurcations taking place on every third plate until the extremities are 
clustered together like a little, clinched fist at the end of each radial 
series; the sutures between each of the arm plates are slightly sinuous 
in the middle part; first regular interradial about t4e size of a aub
radial; others not determinable from our specimen; azygous interradials 
very small, our specimen showing seven plates in' a row; column round, 
composed of thin' plates in the upper part, tapering in size downward 
for a short distance, when the plates become proportionally thicker and 
finally having a thickness equal to 'half the diameter 'of the column, 
articulating faces of the plates connected near the surface of the column 
by fine radiating lines which give the sutures a crenulated aspect. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, near Canton, Indiana, and now in.the 
collection ofWm. F. E. Gurley. 

RHODOCRINUS SOULPTq8, N. SP. 

Piale VII., fig. 11, view 0/ the azygous area, right radial series and one interradial arM. 

Calyx deep, bowl-shaped, sides swelling but little, plates thickened,' 
convex, 'and pointed in the center with more or less well defined ridges 
connecting the subradials 'and radials, sutures depressed; basals small, 
extending but little beyond the column; subradialscomparatively large, ' 
thick, upright, giving the base of the calyx a truncated aspect, pointed 
or highly convex at the central part of each, with a ridge extending to 
the adjoining first radials; first radials about two~thirds as large ali! the 
subradials, pointed in the center, and bearing a ridge connecting them 
with the second radials; second radials smaller, quadrangular, a little 
longer than ~ide and be8.rlng a central longitudinal ridge; third radials 
pentagonal, ,about th~ same size as the second radials, convex in the 
central' parl' and bearing a single secondary radial upon each of' the 
upper sloping sides; secondary radials pentagonal, about as large as the 
third primary radials, and supporting free 'arms, which, at first, are 
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directed almost at right angles to the top of the calyx; the arms 
bifurcate on the fifth plate, and the adjoining arms in each radial series 
again bifurcate on the third plate, giving to the species thirty arms; 
arms small, short, rounded externally, and composed of a single series, 
of short plates in the lower part, but above the second axillary plate, 
composed of a double series of interlocking plat;es. Pinnules strong and 
numerous. 

Regular interradials, seven, the first one pentagonal, a little small~r 
than a first radial, and pointed in the center; this is followed by two 
smaller plates,' and these by two that fill the space between the third 
radials, and these by two smaller ones that connect with the plates of 
the vault. Azygous intel'radials, seven, the first one hexagonal, larger 
than a first radial, pointed in the center, with ridges connecting it with 
adjoining plates; this is followed by three plates, the middle one ex
tending higher than the others, and these by three smaller plates. A 
ridge extends from the subradial over the plates in the. central part of 
the azygous area, as distinctly marked as that which crosses the three 
primary radials. 

The calyx of this species resembles that of R. kirbyi, but our speci
men is light colored, while all of the kirbyi from the same locality are 
dark colored. It is distinguished by having no second secondary radial 
or brachials and by the smaller and'differently constructed arms. 

Found in the Kinderhook or W avefly Group, at Le Grand, Iowa, 
and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

RnODOCBINUS C..iELA.TUS, N. SP. 

P/,o,U Vp, fig. 10,1Iiew of tu'flfIlJ'US area, right radial serie8 and an interradial area. 

Calyx deep, bowl-shaped, plates sculptured, and bearing prominent 
radial ridges that give it a somewhat pentagonal outline; sutures de
pressed; basals small, extending but little, if any; beyond the column; 
subradials comparatively large; first radials larger than the subradials, 
heptagonal, and bearing ridges that radiate, to each adjoining plate; 
second radials hexagonal, leSs than half the size of the first radials, a 
little smaller than the second, pentagonal, and supporting upon each of 
the upper sloping sides a single secondary radial;' secondary radials 
about the same size as the third primary radials, pentagonal, protuber
ant, and support free arms; the arms are ~und externally, and bifur
cate on the fifth plate; the first four plates are cuneiform and have 
gaping sutures; there ,are twenty arms, and above the bifurcation they 
are composed of a double series of interlocking plates; pinnules nUlner-, 
oua and strong; 

Regular interradials, seven; the first one pentagonal, much smaller 
than a first radial; it is followed by two smaller plates, and these by two, 
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and the latter by two smaller ones that unite with the plates of the 
vault. Azygous area wider between the secondary radials, and plates 
,larger thait in the regular interradial areas. 

Column large, round, and composed of thicker and thinner plates, the 
former of which projects beyond the latter. . 

The calyx of this species resembles that of R. nanue, though the 
plates are mOrA deeply sculptured, and differ some in their relative pro
portions, while the arms are much like those of R. watersianus. Our 
specimen is light colored. Certain species from Le Grand are invariably 

,dark colored, while others are invs.riably light colored. This is a 
peculiarity not known to us as prevailing at any other locality. 

Found in the Waverly or Kinderhook Group, at L~ Grand, [owa, 
and ,now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

ZAECRINUS DUBIUS, N. SP. 

Plate VII, fig. 7, symmetrical side; fig. 8, azygous side. 

Calyx very small in proportion to the other parts of the body, forming 
a low cup, not half as high as wide, plates smooth, convex, sutures dis
tinct, and generlJ-lly beveled; basals forming a small disc scarcely ex
tending beyond the column; subradials small, first radials larger than 
subradials, one-half wider than high, convex, and much depressed at 
the side suture, giving them the appearance of brachials, truncated the 
entire width above, the suture gaping; two brachials in each ray of 
about the same size as a first radial, the upper one being axillary for • 
the support of the free arms. 

The arms divide twice, making thirty arms, the divisions take place 
from the outer arm in each radial series, while the inner arms or 
branches remain single. The arms are round externally, and composed 
of cuneiform plates having a height equal to about half the diameter of 
the arm. Pinnules small. Azygous area rather wide and convex, with 
plates arranged as in Poteriocrinus and Scaphiocrinus. The proboscis, 
or ventral sac, extends to the top of the arms, where it is crowned witq 
large convex plates, and, in this respect, resembles Zeacrinus, as it does 
also in the manner of the bifurcation of the arms. 

If we were to look only at the azygous area, and disregard the fact 
that the basal plates are sunken at the bottom of the calyx, and prob
ably form a low conical elevation in the interior, we would refer this 
species to Poteriocrinus. But we regard the position of the basal plates 
as of great importance, and think no species having the basal plates 
sunken so as to be hidden from a side view of the calyx, should be 
referred to Poteriocrinus. In other words, the genus Poteriocrinus 
should be held to include only species having an obconoidal calyx. The 
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calyx of this species agrees with Scaphiocrinul;, but the arlIll"l and pro
boscis agree with Zeacrinus. Probably it should not be classed with 
either genu8, but we are not prepared, in the present lState of mixed 
learning respecting the 'Poteriocrinidre, to propose a new generic name. 
What we ha';'e said here applies with equal force to Poteriocrinus gran
ilineus, described on page 343 of this article. We there suggested the 
species might belong to the branch for which "rachsmuth had suggested 
the name Pachylocrinus, overlooking the fact that on page 241 of Part 
III, of his Palreocrinoidea, he had stated that his Pachylocrinus is a syn
onym for \Voodocrinus. (Parisocrinus, on page 239, is doubtless a 
typograghical error for Pachylocrlnus, or an accidental oversight.) We 
have not, at present, access to the work of DeKoninck on W oodocrinus, 
and hil.Ve little confidence in the amended diagnosis by 'Vachsmuth. 

Found in the,Keokuk Group, at Bono, Ind., and now in the collection 
of Wm. I". E. Gurley. 

SCAPHI0CRINUS REPERTCS, N. I'll'. 

Plate VII I, fig. ], symmetrical side; fig. 2, azygoUII side. 

Calyx basin-shaped, plates convex, smooth, sutures distinct ; basals 
forming a slightly depressed pentagonal disc, extending a little beyond 
the column; subradials comparatively large, convex, smooth, and form
ing a little cup; first radials a little larger than the subradials, one
fourth wider than high, highly convex, with a transverse, centr111, 

• concave depression, truncated the entire width above, and having a pro
iecting rim, and gaping suture above; Bingle brachials wider than high, 
constricted in the middle, bear upon their upper, sloping sides the free 
tums. 

Arms, ten; small when compared with the brachials and prohoscis, 
amI'composed of long, constricted cuneiform pbtes, alternately projeet
iog for the support of the coarse pinnules. The arllls are so small ail 
to be incapable of covering the proboscis, which lIlay be seen between 
t~lem wherever the coarse pinnules are removed. Azygous area har; 
rather large plates arranged as in other species of this gen us. The 
third, fourth and fifth azygous plates in our specimen are perforated 
with a round opening immediately adjoining the first arm plate on the 
right, and the proboscis, where visible, is indented at the angles of the 
plates. Column small, round, and plates radiately furrowed at the 
outer circumference. Most nearly allied to S. depressus. 

I"ound in the Keokuk Group, at Bono, Indiana, and I,low in the col
lection of Will. F. E. Gurley. 
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SCAPHIOCRINTJS BELLUS, N. SP. 

Plate ViII, fig. 5, azygous side; fig. 6, symmetrical side; fig. i, bfll!Cl tlU:W. 

This species is remarkable for its deeply sculptured and highly angular 
plates of calyx and arms. 

Calyx low, basin-shaped, neRrly three times as wide as high, plates 
convex and deeply sculptured; basals forming a flattened pentagonal 
disc nearly one-half wider than the diameter of the column; subradials 
larger than the basals, highly convex, deeply sculptured, extending be
low the basal disc and reaching up half the height of the calyx; an 
angular ridge extends from the center of each plate to meet another on 
the adjacent radials, and one is also directed toward each of the abut
ting basal plates; first radials twice as wide as high, deeply sculptured, 
having a central elevation from which a ridge extends to the abutting 
8ubradials, truncated above the entire width, suture widely gaping, 
showing great thickness in the upper part of the plate, with ligamental 
furrows or denticulations on the upper face and on the under side of 
the brachials. 

A single brachial in each ray, wide below, where it articulates with 
the radials, heighth and width subequal, cOll.."ltricted on the sides, so as 
to form a sharp longitudinal ridge in the middle, supports upon the steep 
upper sloping sides the free arms. Arms teu, long, coarse, separated 
from each other, plates slightly cuneiform and bearing alternately long, 
8trong pinnules; the first plate is long, constricted on the sides, so as to 
fiJI'm a sharp longitudinal ridge in the center, that does not unite with 
the longitudinal ridge on the brachial below, nor the one on the succeed· 
ing arm plate; a wide, gaping suture separates the first arm plate from 
the brachial, and exposes the same kind of ligamental furrows or dell tic
ulations that exist between the brachials and first radials. All the 
plates of' the arms are constricted at the sides and bear a longitudinal 
ridge in the middle, but the ridges do not connect so as to make a con
tinuous longitudinal keel on the arms, but are arranged in a zigr.Rg line. 

Azygous area wide, depressed, plateS deeply sculptured and arranged 
as in other species of this genus. A small pun of the flattened proboscis 
is exposed at and near the top of our specil:llen. Column pentagon91, 
sides concave, central canal obscurely p~ntagonal. _ 

Found in the Keokuk Group,' at Bono, Indiana, and now in the col
lection of W m. F. E. Gurley. 

SCAPHIOCRIXVS LACTJNOSVS, N. SP. 

Plate VIII, jig. 8, symmetrical .• ide; jig. 9, azygous side; jig. 10, b0601 "lew. 

Calyx low, basin-shaped, plates thick, sculptnred, protuberant, sut
ures deprellsed, sunken at the angles; basal plates forming a pentagonal, 
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depressed disc, extending but little beyond the column; subradials 

. rather large, extending below the b.ls, and upward half the height of 

the calyx, sharply sunken at the angles; radials pentagQllaI, more than 

twice as wide as high, sculptured, deeply sunken at the angles, concavc 

on the upper face, which extends the full length of the plates, upper 

margin projecting in a rim, which is se~arated from the first brachial by 

a gaping suture.' Two brachials in each ray, the first quadrangular and 

twice as wide as high; the second short, pentagonal, and supporting on 

its upper sloping sides the free arms. 

The arms on some of the rays divide five times, the division taking 
place from the outer arm, while the inner ones continue single; in other 
rays, especially in the one upon the right of the azygous area, some of 
the inner arms bifurcate, hence there are more than fifty arms. The 
arm plates are cuneiform, rounded externally, contracted on the sides 
and project ,at the upper side of the thicker end for the support of the 
pinnules. Pinnules coarse. 

Azygous area wide, plates arranged as in other species of this genus, 
sculptured and depressed at the angles. Column large, pentagonal, 
composed of projecting thicker and thinner plates, with a small round 
central canal. ' 

It most -resembles S. briareus, from the upper geodiferous shales of 
the Keokuk Group, at Keokuk, Iowa. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, at Bono, Indiana, and now in the col
lection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

SOAPHIOCRINUS PRIElIIORSUS, :N. SP. 

Plate ViII, fig. 11, symmetriool side view. 

Calyx low, basin-shaped, plates highly convex, angles sunken, sutures 
depressed; basals small, forming a depressed pentagonal disc extending 
but little beyond the column; subradials small, thick, extending below ' 
the basals and forming a low cup with upper angles projecting half the 
height of the first radials; first radials twice as wide as high, sunken at 
the angles, truncated the entire width above with a projecting rim and 
very wide, gaping suture. A single brachial in each ray, sharply angu
lar, longitudinally, and contracted at the sides, supports on steep upper 
sloping sides the free arms, except in the radial series, opposite the 
azygous side, where the brachial is ·tru~cated above and supports a 
single arm. The arms are anglliar externally, sutures very marked, 
plates cuneiform and bear short, very coarse pinnules. The ray oppo
site the azygous side bifuracates on the fourth plate, and again on the 
sixth plate, making four arms to the ray; the other rays bifurcate on 
the sixth plate, making six arms to each of' the four radial series, which 
gives to the species twenty-eight arms. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, in Washington County, Indiana, a~Q 
~ow in the collection ofWm. F. E. Gurley. 
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DICHOCRINUS ULBICID, N. SP. 

Plate VIII.. jig. 12, 8ide 'View; jig. 13, azyg(J'lUj side. 

Calyx obconoidal, very slightly inflated above the middle of the first 
radials, a little higher than wide, sutures slightly depressed so as to 
give the plates a little convexity, surface apparently smooth; basals 
form a little cup, not quite as wide as high, the notch at the union of the 
basals -on the azygous side being a little deeper than it is on the opposite 
side; first radials a Httle longer than wide, and increasing in width very 
slightly toward the upper end where each has a concave facet full two
thirds of the width of the plate for the articulation of the brachial 
plates. There is only one brachial, in our specimen, in the ray opposite 
the azygous side, but, possibly, two plates have been anchylosed, though 
no evidence of a suture can be detected. The first brachials are quite 
as thick as the second, which bear the arms upon the upper sloping sides. 
Arms ten, long, robust, rounded externally and composed of a single 
series of thin plates very slightly cuneiform. ' Pinnules very coarse and 
closely packed together. 

Regular interradials or interbrachials form part of the vault. First 
azygous plate hexagonal, a little narrower above than below, and slightly 
arched toward the vault; it is followed by two smaller plates, and these 
by others covering a convex elevation higher than the surroullding part 
of the vault. Column round. 

Attention should probably be called to the fact that Wachsmuth & 
Springer say, in the generic diagnosis of Dichocrinus, that" the arm 
plates from the base up are composed of a double series of pieces j" but 
in Dichocrinus ciuctus, described in this paper, the arm plates consist of 
It ~ingle series of small pieces, and in the species here described they 
consist of a single series of wide cuneiform pieces. Again they say the 
Ilzygous plate is "quadrangular,'" but in Dichocrin us ulrichi it has two 
sides below and two above and is hexagonal, and in Dichocrinus cinctus 
there are two sides below and more than two abutting plates above, and 
hence it is polygonal. Their generic diagnosis will stand reformation. 

Found iu the Keokuk Group, at Bono, Indiana, and now in the 
collection of Wm. ll'. E. Gurley. 

POTERIOCRrNUs SUBRA1>IOSUS, N. SP. 

Plute X, jig. 1, az!lgous side 'Vieto i WM:re the illWltratimt. shows only three pta/es before 
there is a bifurcation in an arm, the ar'ITUJ are injured, and probably there sfwuld 
be four plates. 

Species robust, calyx obconoidal, expanding gradually from a rather 
large column, longer than wide, and composed of smooth, rounded plates 
with well-defined sutures; ba.sals large, standing upright, pentagonal, 
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higher than wide; subradials as long as wide, the one on the azygous 
side heptagonal, the others probably hexagonal; first radials wider than 
high, rounded, pentagonal, articulating surface occupying a little less 
than the entire width of the plates and concave on the upper side ;fi)r the 
reception of the brachials; there are three brachials in the rays on the 
azygous side, rounded, much wider than long, the third one supporting 
the free arms upon its upper sloping sides; these arms bifurcate again ou 
the fourth plate (those having only three plates in the illustration are 
injured and restored, and it is doubtful whether there are three or four 
plates), and these again on the fourth plate, except one arm on the right, 
which bifurcates on the sixth plate; all the plates are highly rounded, 
and the sutures are distinct. The arms bifurcate so frequently in the 
part of' our specimen which is preserved that there are evident1:y thirty 
or more arms. The first azygous plate is large, hexagonal, rests upon 
the upper sloping sides of' two subradials and between the right first 
radial and the second azygous plate: the second azygous plate is 
hexagonal, and about as large as the first azygous plate, and rests upon 
a BU bradial and between the first radial on the left and the first azygou~ 
plate; these two azygous plates are followed above by three small ones, 
and above these the proboscis is unknown; column composed of' alter
nately thicker and thinner plates, which are rp.diately furrowed upon 
their articulating surfaces, and sho~ the zigzag lines upon the surface of 
thc column. ,The other side of this species is unknown. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now in the 
collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

SCAPHIOCRINUI3 GRAj>HICU8, N. SP. 

Plate X, flg. 4, azygO'lUl mde tMw. 

Species medium size; calyx bowl-shaped, plates rounded, finely 
sculptured, sutures distinct; basals extending beyond the column, form
ing a pentagon one-half wider than the column; subradials longer than 
wide, expanding and widening a little and constituting nearly the whole 
body of the calyx; first radials on the azygous side pentagonal, rounded, 
wider than high, prC\jecting outward toward the upper face, where they 
are truncated less than the entire width for the reception of the 
brachials; upper face concave, sutures gaping; first brachial rounded, 
wider than high, sutures gaping; second brachial longer than wide, 
rounded constricted, and supporting upon its upper sloping sides -the 
free arms. Arms ten, keeled, finely lined or granulous. plates somewhat 
constricted, Borne longer than wide, others wider than long, obliquely 
truncated at the ends, the upper ends projecting alternately on opposite 
sides for the support of strong, angular pinnules. Azygous area wide, 



elongated; first azyous plate pentagonal, resting between the upper 
sloping sides of two subradials and between the first ~adial on the right 
and the second azygoue plate; second azygous plate hexagonal, resting 
upon a subradia. aI\d between the first radial on the left and the first 
and third azygous plates .on the right; the third azygous plate rests 
lIpon the first azygous plate and between the first radial on the right and 
the second and fourth azygous plates on the left; the azygo!Js plates are 
truncated at the top and become gradually smaller above, eight being 
shown in the specimen described. Column obscurely pentagonal and 
composed of thicker and thinner plates. Symmetrical side unknown. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now in the 
cdlection of 'Vm. F. E. Gurley. 

SCAPHIOCRINUS GRANULIFERUS, N. i:lP. 

Plate X, fig. 3, 8!ftmnetrical side view. 

Calyx shallow, bowl-shaped, about twice as wide as high to the top of 
the first radials, base concave, plates convex, sutures depressed, surface 
granulous; basalts small contained within the concave base; subradials 
as wide or wider than high, highly convex or protuberant and deeply 
uepressed at the sutures; they rise nearly vertically; first radials wider 
than high, pentagonal, projecting outward at the upper margin, rounded, 
depressed toward the sutures, truncated the entire width above, and 
separated on the outside from the brachials by wide, gaping sutures; 
hrachials constricted in the middle, longer than wide, with steep upper 
sloping sides for the articulation of the arms above. Arms ten, IlO 

bifurcations, plates long, some of them more thau twice as long as wide, 
rounded and angulated on the outside, constricted in the middle, oh
liquely truncated at the ends, with the upper ends projecting alternately 
on opposite sides for the support of pinnules, composed of very loug 
joints; sutures in the arms gaping; azygous side unknown. Columu 
round, composed of alternately thicker and thinner plates, some of 
which bear short, round cirr\li. 

It is found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Iud., and is now 
in the collection of'Vm. F. E. Gurley. 

SCAPHIOCRINUS DISPARILIS, N. SP. 

Plaie IX, fig. 1, a small 8Pfcimen,. Plate X; fig. 2, a large specimen. 

Species medium size, plates smooth or finely granulous, sutures dis
tinct; calyx bowl-shaped, as wide or wider than high; basals extending 
beyond the column, forming a pentagon nearly twice its diameter; sub
radials a little larger than the basals, hexagonal, about as wide as high; 
first radials rounded, heptagonal, nearly one-half wider than high find 

.' 
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truncated the entirfl width above for the support of the hrachials, slltureH 
gaping; brachials longer than wide, rounded and constricted in the 
middle, and supporting upon the upper sloping sides the free arms. 
Arms ten, plates long, rounded and smooth on the outside; first plate 
very long; above this they gradually shorten and become euneiform, 
and support alternately on opposite sides rather coarse, strong pinnllles. 
The other side unknown. Column round and composed of alternately 
thicker anrl thinner plates which are radiately furrowed upo~ their 
articulating surfaces. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Ind., and now iu 
the, collection of 'Vm. F. E. Gurley. 

BARYCRINUS PRINCEPS, N; SP. 

Plate IX, fig. 2, nzyg(f1J,8 side; fig. 3, opp()8ire side view. 

Species very robust, plates smooth, calyx depressed between the 
radials, sutures distinct, angles of the plates sunken as is usual in this 
genus; basals moderate size, forming a pentagonal disc half hidden by 
the column. the p::>rtion of each plate exposed, when the column is at· 
tached, being but little more than a triangular piece which extends up 
between the under sloping sides of the subradials; subradials about as 
wide as high, much larger than the basals, four of them hexagonal and 
one on the azygous side heptagonal; first radials twice as wide as 
high, rounded, pentagonal, truncated nearly the entire width above, 
80 as to preseut a broad, concave, or almost half circular outward 
sloping facet, for t.he reception of the brachial pieces; the brachials are 
wide, rounded and thin; there are two in each rayon the azygous side 
and in the ray opposite thereto, and six in each of the lateral rays; the 
lateral rays bifurcate on the sixth plate, from the first radial, and the 
ray opposite the azygous side bifurcates on the second plate above the 
first radial, and no other bifurcation takes place in these three rays, but 
it is quite different with the rays on the azygous side. The rayon the 
right of the azygous side first bifurcates on, the second plate from the 
first radial, and the left arm does not again rlivide, but the right one 
bifurcates again on the fourth plate, while the rayon the left of the 
azygous side first bifurcates on the second plate from the first radial and 
the right arm does not again divide, but the left one bifurcates again on 
the fourth plate; when the bifurcation takes place in any of' the rays. 
the arms are of equal size, but above these bifurcations moderately 
strong branches or armlets are given off at intervals of about four 
plates along their sides, bearing some resemblance to those on Onycho
crinus. There are therefore twelve arms, no pinnules. The first azy
gous plate is quadrangular and rests between the upper sides of two 
subradinls and the under side of the right first radial;' the second plate 
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rests between the first radials and truncates a subradial and the first 
azygous plate. Above this the azygous plates and vault are unknown. 
It is not without some hesitation that this species is referred to Bary
crinus. 

Found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Iud, and now in 
the collectioIl W m. F. E. Gurley. 

• 
jESlOCRINUS BASILICUS, N. 81'. 

Plate IX, fig. 4, symmetrical view; fig. 5, azygous side view, with part of probo8tns; 
fig. 6, ba.~al view. 

Calyx half globular or, depressed, bowl-shaped, plates slightly convex,' 
sutures distinct but not beveled except betw.een the radials and brachials 
and at the axillaries; surface of all the plates of calyx and arms 
granulous. Basal., forming a pentagonal, flattened disc having an out
line a littl~ more than twice the diameter of the column. Subradials 
large, four hexagonal, one heptagonal, curving upward from the basals 
more than half the height' of the calyx, making the upppr sloping sides 
Illuch the longer. First radials pentagonal, twice as wide as high, the 
nnder sloping sides about twice as long as the lateral faces, and the 
upper truncated sides extending to the greatest width of the plates, with 
a beveled or slightly gaping suture. First brachials short, Illore than 
three times as wide as long. Second brachials more than three times ai 
wide as high, with long upper sloping sides for the articulation of the 
free arms. 

The right arms in two of the radial series opposite the azygous side 
bifurcate on the second plate, the other arms are not preserved in our 
specimen. There is a small interaxillary plate in one of these arms and 
a peculiar slit in another arm ahove the augl~ of the axillary plate, both 
of which may be abnormal freaks or the result of some injury. The arm 
plates preserved in our specimen are not :cuueiform, though they may 
become so nearer the end of the rays. I 

The proboscis in this species seems to be exactly like the proboscis iu 
lEsiocrinus magnifieus. The column is ~all, pentagonal, the plates 
articulated on a row of deuticulatious near *he margiu, and it is probahle 
that otherwise it agrees with the column hi the type species. 

It is readily distinguished from the other known species by the lower 
. calyx and increased number' of arms. i 

"Found in the Upper Coal Measures at Kiansas City, Missouri, aQd INW 
in the collectioll of Wm, F, E. Gurley. I 
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DELOCRINUS HEMISPHERICUS, SHUMARD. 

Plate X, fig. 5, mew 0/ head ~tk nearly romplelAJ arm., 

\Ve have mJstrated this specimen to show the arms and spines, 
because heretofore this part of the species has not been figured. It is 
from Kan~as City, and is in the collection of Wm. F. K Gurley . 

• 
ULOCRINUS, SP. 

Plate X, fig. 9, shows the circular cavity on the lower side of the 
ltI1chylosed basals for the insertion and attachment of the end of the 
column; figs. 10 and 11 show the pentagonal opening through the 
anchylosed plates and radiating mnscular impressions. Fig. 11 is 
magnified 6t diameters; fig. 12 shows the convexity on the inner side of 
the basal plates; figs. 12 and 13 show the peculiar denticulations upon 
the edges of the plates. Fig. 13 is a magnified view, 6i diameters. 

The plates here described and illustrated belong to an undefined species 
of Ulocrinus, which we have not seen fit to name for want of more 
perfect specimens. Part of the characters represented by the illustra
tions we believe to be not only of generic but of family importance, and 
all,;o to throw some light upon the structure of palreozQic crinoids at It 

point which hlts been substantially overlooked. It will be observed that 
the pllttes are of the same size and are anchylosed, which we believe to 
he the case in all species of this genus. 

The external side of the basal plates of this species is almost flat, 
while the internal side has a convexity greater than the thickness of 
the plates. The base of the crinoid is thus strengthened by the thicken
ing of the plates around the IJart to which the column attached and by 
the anchylosis of the basal plates. There is an external circular rlepres
~ion iuto which the end of the column was inserted, and this depression 
is I"urrollnded by a rim to afford further strength to the point of union 
hetween the column and the body of the crinoid. At least three plat.es of' 
the column were inserted in this circular depression, one of which had 
llll extended rim beyond the column that filled a circular furrow on the 
intcrior of this dep;ession which locked the column in the" basal plates. 
The first plate of the column at the base of this circular depression is 
thin and radiately ridged to interlock with the second plate. 

The rays of the opening on the internal side of these plates are flanged 
,,0 a8 to enlarge the end of the columnar canal, as it passes through the 
ba.;al plates, or to put a head on it, as it were; this enlargement is also 
surrounded by a rim for some kind of muscular attachment and to give 
strength to this part of the body. On the outside of this rim there are 
radiating, ligamental furrow(' or vascular markings for the attachment 
of the animal sarcode, while aU other parts of the interior of the calyx 
are smooth and free from any sllch scars. 
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The plates of the calyx. of Uloerinus are large and thin compared 
with ithose of Eupachycrinus and without any such beveled external 
sutures which may have been filled with tissues to strengthen the body 
as exists in the latter genus. But we find peculiar denticulations upon 
the edges of all the plates of the calyx, which must have served to hold 
t11e plates in their places and give strength to the body. These are 
shown by fig. 13, magnified 6i diameters. 

EUPACHYCRINUS ~IAGI8TER, MILLER AND GURLEY. 

Plate X, fig. 7, basal pla.IA8 as BUn /rum below,. fig. 6, as seen in the interior of the calyx, 
and fig. 8, 8ide vuw 8110wing interior conical fOf'fTl of basals. 

It will be observed that the plates are of about the same size, and form 
a conical elevation in the interior of the calyx, pierced at the summit by 
a pen,tagonal opening for the columnal canal, with the rounded angles 
truncating the ends of the plates. The plates are anchylosed. The 
pentagonal opening is surrounded with ligamental scars .or radiating 
ligamental lines, while the other parts of the internal sides of the plates 
are smooth The internal sides of subradials and radials are smooth, and 
show no indications of muscular scars. 'Ve believe the basal plates of 
mature specimens of this genus are always anchylosed, which gave 
greater strength to this part of the body than it wonld have had without 
the anchylosis. The last plates of the column, in all our specimens, are 
connected with the basala, showing that they were firmly attached during 
the life of the animal. The only ligamental attachment of the animal to 
the test of ,the calyx was probably this one to the basal plates immedi
ately surrounding the entrance from the columnar canal. The other 
plate;; of the calyx surrounded the sarcode and kept it in place. • 

SCHOENAST:E;R ,LEGRANDENSIS, N.· SP. 

Plate 1X, fig. 7, vmtral vUw,. fig. 8, OOrsal view,. fig. 9, part of ~'e1Itral side magnified6, diameter8. 

Body, thin, regularly pentagonal, sides concave, with long, narrow, 
gradually tapering convex arms. Plates on the dorsal side of the disc in 
our specimen apparently anchylosed, and spines, if any belonged to the 
margin, broken away. Ventral side depressed and flat between the arm 
furrows, where it consists of very small plates, and if they imbrieate 
inward the overlap must be 'Very s1ight. Ambulacral furrows wide, 
deep; two rows of subquadrangular, ambulacral plates form the bottom 
of each furrow, on each side of which there is a row of oblong ambulacl'al 
plates, having an obliquely inward imbricating arrangement, presenting 
somewhat the appearance of a twisted cord; these are continued to the 
ends of the arms with the same obliquely inward, imbricating arrange
ment. Five pairs of oral plates. 
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This speciesis small in comparison with the two heretofore described, 
has sides less convex and narrower arms. J 

Found in the Waverly or Kinderhook Group, at Le Grand, Iowa, and 
now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

AGANASTER, N. GEN. 

Ely.: agan, very much,. a8ler, /Itaf'. 


Plate IX, fig. 10, dorsal view of Aga'lUlllter gregarius, wuh points of rays broken off,' fig. 11, 

dorsal B'iqe of arm fIIa!J'tlifted. 


In 1869 Meek and Worthen described an Ophiuroidea, in the Pro
ceedings of the Academy of Science of Philadelphia, p. 169, under the 
name of Protaster gregariys, which they redefined and illustrated in the 
Geological .Survey of TIlinois, vol. V, p. 509, under the name of 
Protaster (?) gregarius. They had numerous specimens "in the con
dition of casts and molds, in a very fine, some",hat granular matrix, 
that did not show the details of its structure very clearly," but they 
said, "It will probably be found to be generically distinct from the 
Silurian typical forms of Protaster, but we prefer to place it provisionally 
in that genus for the present." In the collection of Mr. Gurley there 
are several specimens belonging' to this species, and they show a few 
characters not observed by Meek and Worthen, and demonstrate very 
clearly this spicies does not belong to the genus Protaster; we therefore 
propose to include this species in a new genus, Aganaster, and describe 
the characters, so far as known, as follows: 

General outline, a central circular disc with five long, narrow rays; 
the circular disc' on the dorsal side is covered with small polygonal 
plates which are not interrupted by the presence of the rays, thus show
ing the disc had a depth greater than the depth of the rays; rays very 
narrow and convex or half cylindrical, spine-bearing, gradually tapering 
and from the dorsal side appear as if composed of plates arranged exactly 
opposite each other; the ventral side shows a rather deep central disc 
with marginal plates. There are ten oral plates in the central part of 
the disc. Type, A. gregarius. 

AGANASTER (?), SP. 

Plate IX., fig· 12, _tral Me/ fig. 13, part of same magnified. 

We have figured this fragment to show the anchylosis of the oral 
plates, and the pores passing through the ambulacral plates, and also 
those passing between them. It will be observed that one pore passes 
through each plate near the marginal end, while a double row of pores 
passes between the plates in the central part of the arm furrow. 'Ve 
believe this is an Aganaster, from the depth of the central part of the 
disc, and the arrangement of the plates in the arm furrows; but the 
specimen is larger than any Aganaster gregarius we have seen and the 
rays are wider, and as we do not know the position of the pores in the 
rays of A.ganaster, it may be our specimen does not belong to this genus. 
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TROOSTOORINUS NITIDULUS, N. SP. 

Plate IX.,fig. 14, a Il'I/IaU 8pUimm; fig. 15, a large specimm with lower end broken 00, 
Plate X.,fig. 14, summit view. 

Calyx very slender, subfusiform, five-sided, pyramidal above, very 
slightly tapering, sides flat, triangular below, very small and triangular 
at the base with a central circular depression, surface apparently smooth. 

Basals forming a triang~lar cup, one angle of which is on the right of' 
the anal sIde; the cup is a little mo~e than one-fourth the length of the 
calyx, notched at the top for the abutting radials. Radials more than 
two-thirds the length of the calyx, not as sloping as the basals, increase 
in thickness from below upward, forks a little more than one-third the 
length and end in sharp points at the extreme upper part of the calyx, 
with sides standing at right angles above the ambulacra. Oral or del
toid plates not visible in our spl;lcimen. Each radial sinus is deep and 
extends downward less than half the length of the radials, and contains 
between thirty and forty pore pieces or side plates in a double alternat
ing row. Summit, narrow; mouth central, circular; spiracles or ovarian 
openings small; anal aperture large, elongated, and truncates two radial 
limbs. 

Found in the St. Louis Group, at Lanesville, Indiana, and is now in 
the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

AROHJEOCIDAlUS LEGRANDENSIS, N. SP. 

Plate X, fig. 15, natural size. 

This species is founded upon the fragment of a body, and our justifi
cation for naming and describing it is to be found in the fact that it is 
the oldest Archreocidaris known in America, and carries this genus back 
to the lowest Subcarboniferous deposits, whereas, heretofore, it has not 
been known below the Burlington Group. The fragment ,has all the 
characters of the genus so far as the interambulacral plates can show 
them. 

Body evidently small, interambulacral plates small, hexagonal as far 
. as observed; central tubercle occ.upying about half the diameter of a 
plate, projecting up twice as high as the ridge at the margin of the plate 
and perforated in t},le centre; annular ring at the base obscure, but hav
ing a concave depression around it and a distinct elevation toward the 
margin; marginal nodes obscure, spine very long, round, smooth, con
tracted a little near the lower end, and slightly swelling just above the 
contraction, and then very gradually tapering to the end; an expanded' 
base or thickened annulation marks the point of attachment. Ambu
lacra unknown. 

Found in the ~inderhook or Waverly Group, at LeGrand, Iowa, and 
now in the collection of'Vm. F. E. Gurley. 
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:(I:XPLANA'l'LON OF PLATES. 

PLATE 1. 

EupACHYCRINUS MAGISTER, N.. SP. 

Page 328. 

Fig. 1. Basal view. 

Fig. 2.' Azygoll8 side view. 


EUPAOHYORlNUS SPIL£R~UIS, N. SP. 

Page 329. 

Fig. 3. Basal view. 

Fig. 4.· Azygous side view. 


ULOCRINUS BUTTSI, N. SP. 

P!1ge 331. 

Fig. 5. Azygous side view. 
Fig. 6. Basal view. 

ULOCRINUS KANSASENSIS, N. SP. 

Page 332. 

Fig. 7. Azygous side view. 

Fig. 8. Olltline view regular side. 

Fig. 9. Top view ofcalyx to show the prolongation of the first radials and' eoo


tracted opening of the calyx. 
Fig. 10. Baaal view. 
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EXPLANATION Or' PLATES. 
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PLATE 2 . 

..."ESIOCRINUS MAGNIFICUS, N. SP. 

Page 337. 

Fig. 1. Natural size of a ppecimen as it lies on a slab. 

Fig. 2. A free proboscis neurly entire and only slightly twisted. 

Fig. 3. Portion of same magnified two and one·hldf diameters to show more dis· 


tinctly the respiratory openings. 
Fig. 4. An abnormal branching proboscis. 
Fig. 1). Seclionai end view of probot,cis. 

HYDREIONOCRINUS PENTAOONUS, N. SP. 

Page' 339. 

Fig. 6. View of azygous side showing height of calyx and upper truncated face 
iot' second mdials. 

Fig. 7. Basa) view. 

DELOCRINUS HEMISPHERICUS, Shumard. 
Page 335. 

Fig. 8. Side view showing azygous plate and first brachial, with spine. 

Fig. 9. Ballal view of satue. 

Fi/!'. 10. Inner side of brachial spine magnified two 'diameters. 


DELOCRINUS MISSOURIENSIS, N. SP. 

Page 836. 

Fig. 11. Side view ,showing column. 

Fig. 12. Basal view. 

F~g.18. Azygous side view. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. ' 

PLATE 3. 

~SIOORINU8 HARII, N. 8P. 

Page 338. 

Fig. L Natural size as it lies upon a slab. 

ONYCHOCRINU8 ULRICHI, N. SP. 

Page 339. 

Fig. 2. Azygous side. 
Fig. 3. Symmetrical side, natural size. 
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•PLA'l'E 4. 

AttARICOCRJNUS SPLENDENS, N. SP. 

r-'. Page 340. 

Fig. 1. Side view, with arms. 
Fig.. 2. Basal view of same.' 

I 

BATOCRINUS ~IAlnNUS, N. SP. 


Page 340: 


Fig. 8. Side and basal view . 

.Fi~. 4. Outline view of plates on azygous side. 


BATOCRIN.US JUCUNDUS, N. SP. 

Page 841. 
. 

. 
" 

\ 	 Fig. 5. Azygous sidt', with arms . 

Fig. 6. Symmetrical vie~, with arms removed, showing proboscis. 


POTERIOCRINUS GRANILINEUS, N. SP. 

Page 848.· 


Fig. 7. Natural size. 

..\,... 

POTERIOCRIN.US CRAWFORDSVILLENSIS, N. SP. 


Page 344. 


Fig. 8. Natural size • 


. POTERIOCRINUS V})RUS, N. SP. 


Page 344. 


Fig. 9. Natuul size. 


DIOHOORINUS Cn;cTus, N. SP. 

Page 342•. 

Fig. 10. 8ymmetricaiside view • 

. Fig. 11. Azygous side, shtiwing vault and valvular opening. 


Fig. 12. Summit view. 


SCAPHIOCRINUS MAN US, N. SP. 


Page 341). 


Fig. 13. Azygous side, naturaleize. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE 5. 

ACTINOCR~NUS GRANDIS, N. SP. 

Page 346. 

. Fig. 1. Symmetrical side, reduced a little below natural size. 

ABROTOCRINUS CYMOSUS, N. SP. 

Page 850. 

Fig. 2. Azygous side view, natural size. 

TAXOCRH\US,SpBOVATUS, N. SP. 

Page 347. 

Fig. 3. Azygous side view, natural size. 

POTERIOCRINUSAIWANUS, N. SP. 

Page 348. 

Fig. 4. Symmetrical view. 

CYATHOCRINUS OPIMUS, N. SP. : 

Page 348. 

Fig,' 6. 'Symmetrical side, natural size. 

SCAPHIOCRINUS BONOENSIS, N. gP. 

Page 349. 

Fig. 6. Symmetrical side. 
Fill. 7. Azygous side. 

}i'ORB,ESOCRINUS SPECIOSUS, N. SP. 

, Page 347. 

Fig. 8. Symmetncal side view; 
Fig. 9. Basal view. 
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EXPLANATION 01<' 

PLATE .6. 

ACTINOCRINUS GRANDIS, N. SP. 

Page 346. 

Fig. 1. Azygous size reduced a little below na.tural size. 

GONIOCRINUS SCULI'TII.IS, N. SP.· 

Page 352. 

Fig. 2. Symmetrical side, natural size. 
Fig. 3. Same, magnified !:nore than two diameters. 
Fig. 4. Left side of another specimen magnified a little more. than two diameters. 
Fig. 5. Azygous side o~ same. 

BATOCRINUS P?CTlLtJM, 

Page 352. 

Fig. 6. Symmetrical side showing part of the arms 
Fig. 7. Azygous aide view, showing the broken en 

arms are crowded out of place to the rig 

BA'fOCRINUS ]"ACE'fUS,. 

Page 353. 
\ 

N. SP. 

of the proboscis. Two b~oken 
t. 

. SP. 

Fig. 8. View of the right side of a specimen, showin there are only three arms in 
the first.radi&l aeries on the right of the az gous side. ' 

BATOCRINUS CANTONENSIS, N. S1'. 

Page 35ii. 

Fig. 9. Azygous side, showing proboscis. . ' 

http:SCULI'TII.IS
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EXPLANATION OF' PLATES. 

PLATE 7. 

POTERIOCRINUS SPARTARIUS, N. SP. 

Page 355. 

Fig. 1. View of the right side, showing part of the azygous area and part of the 
column. 

POTERIOCRINUS SCOPlE, N. SP. 


Page' 356. 


Fig. 2. Asygous side. 


POTERIOCRINUS GENISTA, N. gP. 


Page 357. 


Fig. 3. Azygous lide .. 


POTERIOCRINUS T.EGRANDENSIS, N. SP. 

Page, 357. 

Fig. 4. Symmetrioal side, natural size. 

Fig. o. 'Symmelrical sidfl, magnified. 

Fig. 6. Azygoll8 side, magnified. 


ZEACRINUS DUBIUS, N. SP. 

Page 361. 

Fig. 7. Symmetrical side. 
Fig. 8. Azyg~u8 side. 

ONYCHOCRINUS CANTONENSIS, N. SP. 

Page 359. 

Fig. 9. Azygous side, natural size. 

RBODOCRINUS ClELATUS, N. SP. 

Page 360. 

Fig. 16. View of IIZygOUII area, right radial series &lId &lI interradial area. 

RBODOCRINUS SCULPTUS, N. SP. 

Page 359. 

Fig. 11. View of th\l azygous area., right radial series, a.nd one interradial area.. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 


. Fig. 7. 


Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 

Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 

PLATE 8. 

SCAPHIOCRINUl3 REPE'RTUS, ti. SP. 

Page 362. 

Symmetrical side. 
Azygous side. 

POTERIOC'RINUS CANTONENSIS, N. SP. 

Page 358. 

Symmetrical 8~dt'. 


Azygous aide, but the figure is slightly incorrect, as the first plate rests ~. 


twee[l the upper slopiug Aides of the Bubradie.ls, a~tl, the artist mistook" 
a blemish fur the suture. • 

SCAPHIOCRINUS BELLUS, N. SP. 

Page 363. 

Azygolll,l side. 
Symmetrical side . 
Basal view. 

SCAPHIOCRINUS LACUNOSUS, N._ SP. 
, . 

Page 363. 

Symmetrical side. 
Azygous side. 
Basal view. 

, . 
SCAPHIOCRINUS PRlEMORSUEI, N. SP. 

Page 364. 

Symmetrical side view. 

DICHOCRINUS ULRICHI, N. SP. 

Page, aIlS. 
Side view. 
Azygous ,side. 

http:Bubradie.ls
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-;,,' Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 
Fig. 8. 

Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5.' 
Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 
Fig. l.'~ 
Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 
Fig. Ii. 

Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 

Fig. 14. 
Fig.!5-. 

EXPLAN~TION OF PLATES. 

PLATE 9. 

SCAPBIOCRINUS DISPARlLIS, N. SP. 

Page 867. 

A small specimen. 

BARYCRINUS PRINCEPS, N. SP. 

Page 368. 

Azygous side. 
Opposite side view . 

.!ESlPCRINUS BASILICUS, N. Sr. 

Page 869. 

Symmetrical view~ 


Azygous side view, with part of proboiICie. 

Basal view. 


SCHOENASTER LEGRANDENSIS, N. SP. 

Page 371. 

Ventral view. 

Dorsal view. 

Part of ventral side magnified 6! diameters. 


•AGANASTER, N. GEN. 

:, Page 372. 

Dorsal :view of Ag&naster gregarine, with points of ra18 broken oft. 
Dorsal side of arm magnified. 

'AGANASTER (?) SP. 

FII~eI872. 
Ventral side. 

Part of t/le same u!tagnified • 
. 

N. 8P.TRoos....oc~NUS ;~TIDULU8,
I 

, .• pagef73. . 

Is a small specim~. , 

A large specimen With J~wer en1 broken oft'. 
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l>XPLANA.TION OF' PLA.T:BS. 

.' 

,PLATE 10. 

POTERIOCRINUS SUBRAMOSUS,'N. Sp. 

Page 365. 
Fig. 1. Azygous side view. Where the illustration show, only three plater! ~~ 

fore there is a bifurcation in an arm; the arms are injured. and proba~ , 
bly there ah()uld be four plates. 

SCAl'HIOCRINUS DISPARILIS, N. SP. 

Page 367. 

Fig. 2. A laqe ~,ecimen. 


SCAPHIOCRINUS GRANULIFERUS, N. SP. 

Pa~ 867. 

Fig. 3. Symmetrical side vi,ew. 


SCAPHliOCRINUS GRAPHJ;CUS, N. SP. 

Page 366. 

Fig. 4. Azygons side view. 


DELOCRINUS HEMISPHERIC US, Shumard. 
Page 370 .. 


Fig. 5. View 01 head with nearly complete anns. \ 


EUPACHYCRINUS MAG~STER, Miller and Gurley. 

, Page 371. 

Fig. 7. BlIBal plates lIB seen from below. 
- Fig. 6. As seen in the interior of the calyx. 

Fig. 8. Side view showing interior conical form of bllBals. 

ULOCRINUS, SP. 

Page 370. 

Fig. 9. Shows the circular cavity on tilt> lower side of the anchyloaed bllBals for 
the insertion and attachment of the end of the column. 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the Pentagonal opening through the anchylosed plates and 
radiating muscular impre88ions. 

Fig. 11. Is magnified 6+ diameters. , 
Fig. 12. Shows the convexity on the inner side of the basal plates.' 
Figs. 12 and 13 show the peculiar denticulations upon the edges of the plateI'!. 
Fig. 13. Is a magnified view,i6+ diameters. 

TROOSTOCRINUS NITIDULUS, N. SP. 

Page 373. 

Fig. 14. Summit view. 


ARCHAlJOciDARIS LEGRANDENSIS, N. SP. 

Page 373. 
Fig. 15. Natural size. ' 
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